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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 2, 1970

No Damage Reported From
Near Tornado Winds Here
Seen&Heard
Around_
Murray

Wednesday brought a full
day of weather activity to Kentucky as heavy rains, winds, tornados, thunder and lightning
played havoc with the state and
its tended&

A total of L95 inches of rain
was reported to have fallen on
the Murray-nalloway County
area yesterday by official weaWife told her husband "Lets be ther observer John E. Scott The
it I'm Murray Police Department had
fair about this, I'll
wrong if you'll admit I'm right." received no reports of any damage here from the drowning
Lot of water out our way yes- rein and gale like winds.
terdey and last night, and
A tornado touched down in
plenty of wind this morning. the city of Genton Wednesday
evening carrying the roof of •
VisieM ere in full bloom.
garage with it and knocking
down two poles holding up
electrical wine.
MPS- Boll in bloom.

tut fast run-off was expected to
have them clear by mid-mornmg.
Early today, state police Said
roads covered by one to three
feet of water included U.S.:11-W
south of Elizabethtown; U. S.
60 one mile west of Muldraugh,
Ky. 448 three miles east of
Brandenburg, and Ky. 44 meven
miles west of Shepherdsville.
And Ky,17 at Standfordtown
south of Covington was closed
by high water. In Fayette and
Jefferson Counties, minor roads
were water-covered.
The line of thunderstorms
was the leading edge of a cold
front that swept eastward through the state.
All rain activity over the stet*
was forecast to end by Later today. Temperatures, affected by
the cold front, will be much
cooler throughout the day.

Rob Mule memorid
There were no injuries reoperation. The pledgees look ported.
good with the Jonquils and PanIn the house at the time of
•
in bloom. The Peoples the 4:45 p.m. touchdown, were
Bank fountain also piing again. Jimmy Small, his wife, and
These fountains add to the city their two teen-aged children.
in several ways. We need one
"It was about 100 feet in the
at the intersection of Sycamore,air then came down swiftly
and Fourth and Sycamore and picked up the garage roof and
Twelfth. Should be one some- dumped it into the back yard
Several persons were chargwhere on the MSU campus.
causing damage to the house," ed, entered pleas of guilty, and
a startled neighbor said.
were fined in the Murray City
A Squirrel perched in a preCourt of Judge Don °veiny durcarious position high in the air
The roof traveled about 40 ing the pest week. Records
with the wind bending the feet in the air before it was show the fallowing occurred:
branches and whipping the dumped into the backyard. The
Charles L Edwards, driving
amaller ends. The Squirrel jump- city utility company had power while intoxicated, amended to
ed anyway, his tail whirling restored within an hour after reckless driving, fined
$100-00
like a wirimill, and reached his the poles went down.
costs $10.00.
foal, another limb, also being
There were no other reports
Clyde Burton, public drunkmoved about by the wind.
of tornados touching down in enness, given one day in city
Kentucky.
jailProfessor Alexander Fraser TyWillie 0. Reed, driving while
Damaging winds, blowing up
ner, 200 years ago: "A Demointoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
cracy cannot exist as a perm- to 52 miles per hour, caused $10.00, driving on
revoked lianent- form of government. It come damage in Louisville. A cense, fined $50.00 costs
$10.00
can only exist until the voters porch of a house in the city" Carl Ray, public drunkenness,
discover they can vote them- east end was blown away and given one day in city jail.
selves largess out of the public the roof of another house was
Lonnie Tucker, public drunk• tweedier,. Fran that moment on damaged Wednesday night.
enness, given one day in city
the
caused
that
storm
The
ailepapp.,..aseiss. fee
prowiiing the &Image moved Into own=
Gerald Bacherson, no apeman
most benedits ban the public County at 9 p.m. and dissipated oa-'s license, fined $50.00 costs
treissury with the result that to a point where it was no long- Si . .
Democracy always collapses er considered a threat. "
Cloys Gale Puckett, reckless
Very heavy rainfall moved driving, fined $20.00 costs
over a loose fiscal policy, al$10.Kentucky
over.
Central
from
ways to be followed by a Dic00.
Bluegrass
areas
night into the
taitorshn".
Clyde Stanley, no 1970 Kenof the state. Some flash floodThe United SUMS- was design- ing occurred in the Eastern sec- tucky cab card in vehicle, fined
$20.00 coats $10.00.
ed as a Republic', not a Demo- tion of the state.
Armin Lee Clark, improper
"The water seems to be still
cracy.
rising down south in the Nst. registration, fined $10.00 costs
When Benjamie Franklin came tonal Turnpike - Fairdale sec- $10.00.
Jerry L. Sanderson, public
out of the Constitutional Con- tion this morning," a Jefferson
vention on September 17, 1787, County police spokesman said. drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
he was asked "Well, Mr. Frank- "I don't know how many have $10.00.
lin, what have we got?" His been evacuated - the water is
Rayburn G. Adams, driving
answer was "You have a Re- still running off the hills into while intoxicated and driving
public, if you can keep it".
the low areas."
on revoked licenses, fined R100.Police, firemen, volunteer 00 and $100.00 plus coats of
Interesting articles in the most boaters and the US. Coast $10.00; 30 days in jail suspendrecent Reader's Digest an a Guard helped evacuate families ed on condition that defendant
Russian spy who was caught as from low-lying flooded areas. does not appear in this court
soon as he arrived in the United
The American Red Cross set again within next four years.
States.
up an evacuation center early
Steve White, driving on retoday at Valley High School in voked license, given three monsouthwestern Jefferson County ths in city jail on each offense
to shelter families hardest hit with Last three months to be
by the thunderstorm that ripped suspended after first three monoff roofs, broke windows, cut the have been served.
Berry Eugene Jones, reckless
off power and flooded roads.
'Eastern areas of Jefferson driving, lined $25.00 costa $1.0.County also were hard hit by 00.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at the storm, which piompted reThomas J. 'lobes, driving
County
-Calloway
the Murray
ports that a tornado had struck.
Hospital, will be the ,per But no fundl clouds were re- while intokicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
at the mereting of the Licensed ported in Jefferson County.
Practical Nurses, District 17, The Buechel, Okolona, Fair. costs $10.00.
John W. Mitchell, driving
to be held Monday, April 6, at dale, Worthington and Plantaseven p. m. in the conference tion areas of the county were while intoxicated, fined $100.00
nets $10.00.
room of the WA hospital.
the hardest hit. Water reached
James Ray Holland, speeding,
the second floor of buildings on
All will speak on "Dnill Buechel Terrace, just east of fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Michael Hobart, driving while
Abuse". All members are urgLouisville.
intoxicated, amended to recked to attend and to note the
from
water
areas,
other
In
less driving, fined $100.00 costa
change in 'date.
the heavy rains covered roads, $10.00.

Persons Are Fined In
The Murray City Court

-s=s

Willard Ails Speaker
For Nurses Meeting

Drums Reported
Stolen By Hess
Paul Home of Shady Oaks
Trailer Court reported the theft
of drums and accessories to the
Murray Police Department on
Thursday at 11:30 a. m.
Hen told ponce that the
theft occurred on March 24.
Miming were the drums, carryall wee, mane drum, sgleadA
cymbals, and foot pedals, according to the police willort
Rees said the drums and accessories were valued at $620.00.
Another theft of money and
a billfold was reported by A.
Oiaraccido of White Hall Dormitory, Murray State University. Carcaccido told the city
police that his billfold containing $50.00 along with Esso and
telephone credit earth was stolen

10* Per Copy
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NUNN TURNS DOWN SUNDAY
CLOSING LAW, 48 OTHERS
Governor Kills
Two Measures
Backed By Ford

By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) When the final chapter was
written about the 1970 General
Assembly Wednesday, all that
remained was the scratch of
Gov. Louie B. Nunn's pen.
When he finished, 49 pieces
of legislation lay crumpled in
the trash can, a victim of his
absolute veto power. Included
among them were the legislaA 21-year-old Murray State
ture's vain attempt to deal with
University
student, charged
the .controveraial Sunday closwith the Monday night rape of
ing law as well as two prise
an 18-year-old Princeton girl,
plums of Democratic leaders of
surrendered himself Thursday
•
the General Assembly.
afternoon to McCracken County
'EASY RIDER' REHEARSAL - Three members of Alpha Delta Pl social sorority at
Of the 352 pieces of legislaauthorities.
Murray State University rehearse their parody of "Easy Rider" for the annual Sigma Chi
hos approved during the 60-day
Dennis Ray Brown, accom"Last Resort" program. Sponsored by Sigma Chi social fraternity, all campus sororities will
session, which ended March 20,
panied by his attorney Jae
present parodies of recent winners with troph iirs going to the skits with the best set, beef
Nunn vetoed 52, slowed 84 to
Grace, turned himself over to
costunnes, and best production. Pictured Imre are (left to right) Davida Innen, Mayfield sophbecome law without his signaauthorities at the McCracken
°mono Cheryl Underwood, Fulton senior; and Debbie Calhoun, Murray junior. The program
ture and signed the real Two
County jail, where he is being
will be presented tonight and Friday night at 8 p.m. Tickets are available from iiny soreryears ago, he was more liberal
held in lieu of bond.
It), member for $1.00.
with his veto pen, axing 75 bills,
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Grace said Brown called
while 239 others became law.
him from out of state prior to
Nunn's veto of the Sunday
coming to has office where he
Closing Law revision was not
agreed to surrender himself.
unexpected. It had been much
Brown is charged with rapamended in both chambers of
ing the girl, a student at
the Legislature and observers
Draughon's Business College ahere felt it might be unworkbout 11 p.m. Monday near YeisThe Murray Board of Real- able.
er Street, Paducah, behind the ,Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford
and Mr and Mrs. Harold Doug"This bill does not solve the
tors will hold its regular monthPepsi Cola Bottling plant.
ly luncheon meeting Friday, existing problems that have
McCracken County Deputy las have returned home after a
Bahama
cruise
Nassau
the
to
in
April 3, at the Triangle Rest- been related to the Sunday
Sheriff Pete Joyce said the
aurant with President Don Closing Law. It can only lead
girl told him that she a n d Islands.
The Murray couples left Murto further confusion and litigaTucker presiding.
Brown had been out on a date
tion," Nunn's veto message
Subjects fop discussion at
prior to the Oxidant- The do. ray March 14 for Miami, Fla, WASHINGTON (UPI)- Poithey
boarded the New Lai union negotiators, fated meeting include Horne Fin
puty said medical tests con- where
reed Ilfreasioetivivedibirdsboidli
Bahama
Star
for
their
cruise to with a new strike threat by ing and what can be done, by it is my considered opinion that
firmed the girl had been raped
Nassau.
in addition to suffering cuts and
New York letter carriers, today local organizations and leaders, the legislature, in all its wisThey returned to spend some
bruises where she had appardiscuss details of the govern- to improve and further develop dom, should not endeavor to
time
in Miami and Key West
ently been choked.
further repeal one of the Ten
ment's double-barreled pay in- Murray and Calloway County
Paducah police received the before returning home. Enroute crease offer with AFL-CIO PreThe latter subject has been Commandments."
first call when the girl return home they visited Cape Ken- sident George Meany before de- under study by a special coinThe
legislation's
sponsor,
ed to the school dormitory and nedy and saw the rocket that is ciding whether to accept it.
rnittee which will report and state Sen. Henry Beach, D-Loulaunched
to
be
April
11
with
told school officials of the inmake recommendations to the isville, refused immediate comThe mirning meeting with
cident. The case was turned the Apollo 13 crew of Fred W.
membership, a spokesman said. ment, but scheduled a press conMeany
Haise,
was
James
E.
Lovell,
scheduled
Jr.,
and
Wednesover to the county authorities
ference for today.
day after the government offafter it was learned the incident Thomas K. Mattingly.
Nunn's, veto of Senate Joint
ered
another
counterproposal
occurred outside the city lim- ratansimor
Resolution 63 and House Joint
that would give all federal
its.
Resolution 28 killed two study
w.,rkers a 6 per cent pay raise
commissions backed strongly by
retroactive to Jan. 1 and postal
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford and
workers another 6 per cent tied
Unit.d Pres. International
Democratic leaders.
to some postal reforms.
SIR 63'would have created a
An across-the-board 6 per
A Baby contest is being two-year, $100,000 study comKentucky: Chance of a few cent increase for all governsevere thunderstorms early this ment workers would cost an sponsored by the Dames Club mission of public education and
morning over east half. Showers estimated $2.55 billion per year of Murray State University with was an outgrowth of the teacher
continuing over the state today and 6 per cent more for postal the final judging to be held on strike. HJR 28 directed the Legislative Research Commission to
diminishing late tonight. Chance workers would cost another April 25.
conduct a $60,000 study of Kenof a few snow flurries mainly $330 million per year. The
gov
Two categories ei? ages will tucky's tax structure.
north portion this afternoon and crnment was considering a
pos:•
A Political Escape
tonight. Becoming colder over al -ate increase to offset
be included in the judging, duo
the
Nunn said SJR 63 "amounts
the state through Friday. Highs cost, informed sources
officials
said.
They
are
infant
said.
to nothing more than a polititoday 40s extreme west to 60s Government and union
negoti- through one year, and one year cal escape from reality" in
extreme east. Lows tonight 20s ators were to resume
to
three
years.
talks at
west to 30s east. Decreasing 2:30 p.m. EST
Prizes for first, second, and charging the legislature abroafter meeting
gated its duties to education.
cloudiness Friday.
Wednesday for more than three third place in both categories Of HJR 28, he
said the LRC
will be given by Sears, National
hours.
does not need a "politically moEXTENDED OUTLOOK
Although the government has Stores, Western Auto, Balk's twated" directive to
make stuExtended outlook for Ken- reportedly dropped its require- Murray Home at Auto, Love's
dies
tucky Saturday through Mon- ment a postal pay
Studio,
Ryan
Shoe
Store,
and
increase be
Ford, contacted in Louisville,
day:
tied to congressional approval Lad & Lassie.
said the two measures would
Chance of rain Saturday. of the Nixon administration's
Quite cool Saturday through postal reform
The entries will be made by have given Kentuckians the opprogram, the new
HIJACKED PRIEST The Rev. vonday.
mail
only. Persons entering portunity to study the needs of
Lows
mostly
in
the
20s.
offer for 650,000 postal workers
Daniel S. MacDonald (above ,
education and the total tax
HIghs mainly in the 40s.
still conditioned on union their children are to send a structure.
of San Francisco, a Maryacceptance of some departmen- picture with the child's name,
knoll father, was one of two
"I am extremely disappointLAKE DATA
tal reorganization. The govern- age, phone number, and address
American passengers aboard
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m., 355.4, ment is now seeking elimina- written on the back, along with ed he Would veto these measurthe Japanese Air Lines jet
es," Ford said. "I feel that
up 0.1; below dam 310.3, down tion
of some "interunion dis- E1.50 entry fee, Ito Mrs. William people of both
hijacked by 15 Japanese stir- 0 4, no
parties are inJ.
Smith,
Route
gates open.
4,
Murray,
Ky.
agreements" it says hamper efdents and, flown to Korea
The deadline for entries is terested in solving these two
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0, up ficiency., and it also wants un0-I; below dam 320.4, down 0.2 ion cooperation in moderniz.a- Thursday, April 23. The pict- problems and the denial to the
ures will be on display at the legislative branch to exercise
Sunrise 5:41; Sunset 6:20.
tion.
its judgment smacks with the
Moon rose 3:52 a.m.
The Nixon reform proposal Lad & Lassie until the final
judging, a club spokesman said
(Confirmed on Pees Ton)
(Continued on Pao* Ten)

University Student Is
Charged In Rape Case
In McCracken County

Cruise To Nassau Is
Taken By Murrayans

WEATHER REPORT

NY Postmen
Threaten
2nd Strike

Realtors To Hold
Meeting Tommorrow

Baby Contest Will
Be Held By Club

Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted MaS,CMS will
meet in a regular meeting On
Saturday, April 4, at the Hall.
Work will be in the Fellow-aft degree. V isators are wen
•rne te attend.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
le Murray Police Department
-sterday and last night. They
-,ere for reckless driving and
WP lifting.
FREE PUPPIES
TOP ASTRONAUT OF WORLD Here is the pictorial tracing
iistronaut James A Lovell's four space missions, which
make him the world's leading astronaut. From left : Gemi-•

ni 7 in 1980. Gemini 12 in 1966. Apollo S in 196M. and suiting
tip for his second Moon mission, Apollo 13, scheduled to blast
cff April 11..Lovell is 42, and is commander of the Apollo 13

Puppies, two months old, are
; nee to someone for pets. For
.. information cal 436-2113.
_

POSTAL NEGOTIATIONS rind thit,ri m apparently in optirnistit spirits in Washington
From
lilt limes aiiivinticher, Association of ,Letter Carriers president; Labor
Secretary George
•
Shultz; Postmaster General VVInton Blount.
- -
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Maar,
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THURSDAY - APRIL 2. 1970

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

NEW YORK - Letter carriers' leader Gustav Johnson, warning
that his men may stage another wildcat walkout like the one that
started last month's postal strike
"I don't know how much longer postal employes will wait."

vs Drug Anew

All over the country, Parent Teacher Associations have
taken up the challenge of drug
abuse and are doing something

Q) Is there a Form 1040 I
and if so, where can I get a
copy?

about it

A) The designation 1040-1
refers to the page number of
the back of the first copy of
the Form 1040 in the tax
packages sent to all taxpayers
this year. On it will be found
general information on the
new Form 1040. Other general
instructions for Form 1040
continue on the back -of the
taxpayer's copy of the 1040
and on pages B-2, E-2, and
R-2, all of which are found in
the package. The designations
1040-1 and 1040-2 were used
simply for numbering and indexing purposes and do not refer to any form separate and
apart from the 1040 itself.
This same approach applies to
other instructions in the package, which, again for indexing
purposes, also have been given
alphabetical and numerical
designations.

As a part of its role in the
nationwide endeavor, the National Institute of Mental
Health seeks to make widely
available to everyone the known
facts about drug abuse, the current state of drug research, and
the best thinking about ways
of combatting the serious dangers of drug abuse among
youth.

WASHINGTON -Sean Holly, former emhaesy attache kidnaped
by Communists in Guatemala, offers advice to other diplomats
who might be abducted
"Do what you're told. Don't run."

One important way of disseminating this information is
through the cooperation of the
Nation's PTAs since the PTAs
are deeply concerned about the
NASHVILLE, Teem. -John T. Scopes of "monkey trial" fame, misuse of drugs and are convinced that education is one of
lectures to students for the first time in 45 year
"If every nation were as advanced as ours,life on earth wouldn't the best preventive measures.
last three months because of the pollution."
For some time, the PTA has
been engaged in a nationwide
EL CENTRO, Calif, -Judge Hugh Keating, confronted by three project on children's emotional
shaggy youths arrested for hltamhecieg along a freeway.
health, in which NIMH kids.
Education about drujibuse has
"Go get haircuts and PTI dismiss the charges."
become a natural component of
such a project.

LEDGER a TIMES TILE

Luther Robertson, manager of the Murray Wholesale Grocery
Company, has been named a director of the United States Wholesale
Grocers' Association at the annual meeting held at Dallas, Texas.
The City Council granted permission to the Murray Baseball
Association to construct a consessirm stand in the City Park behind
the backstop of the Little League Park,
Ronald Churchill has been named to the Murray Planning
Commission replacing Wallace Key who resigned last week.
Rev. Paul Dailey will be the evangelist at the spring revival
at the Hazel Baptist Church.

.:10 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FMK

A very successful Green Pastures meeting on the Rucblph
Geurin farm on March 31 was reported by Clarence Mitchell,
soils assistant for Calloway County.
William J. Strader, president ofthe Hazel Alumni,said the annual
banquet will be held at the school on April 8.
Charles Snow, H. Loughary, G. Beshear, D. Stephenson, Mason
Cope, B. Purcell, C. Lampley, Gene Dick, Melvin DeWeese, members of the Murray State College basketball,team, and Manager
Pete Hickey, will receive letters for the 1949-50 season, accor
to Coach Harlan Hodges.
The Murray Rescue Squad will sponsor the Hag Brothers
Circus on April 25.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
the Father of mercies, and the Goclofall comfort. -11 Corinthians
1:3.
Let us praise God who comforts us in sorrow.

Q) The estimated tax forms
you sent me said to watch for
changes in the law. Have there
been any that would affect my
IVO declaration?

A) One change the- affects
all taxpayers is the increase in
the amount allowed for personal exemptions. For the 1970
tax year, $625 should be taken
for each exemption.

To assist, the NIMH prepared a kit of drug abuse in-

Ten Years Aao Today

tormation at the recommendation of the National PTA
through its special committee
on education about alcohol and
drug abuse.
The kit contains five leaflets,
a reprint of an article from
"The PTA Magazine," and a
series of public service advertisements. Copies of the kit
were widely distributed to PTA
Presidents for tise in their own
programs.
C.
From all indications, the response of PTAs everywhere has
been wholeheartedly encouraging; and in, local communities throughout the U.S. parentteacher groups are building a
broad program of education
that will result in wider knowledge of drugs, their abuse, and
how to prevent such abuse.
Many, many agencies and orisniations. of course, form jae
vast partnership of effort That
constitutes the large and growing attack on thettrug problem.

The Tax Reform Act of
1969 increased the amount for
personal exemptions from $600
to $650 effective next July 1
when the necessary adjustments will be made in withholding
rates.
Since
the
change takes place ; at midyear, the net effect will be to
increase the exemption amount
to $625.

Q) Do I handle dividends
from a ass ings and loan account the same way as other
dividends?

Your own PTA or other
groups to which you belong
may well already be numbered
in the-ranks of resources in this
attack. If not, however, and
you would like copies of the
PTA kit or other information
on drug abuse and prevention,
they are available without
charge from the National Institute of Mental Health, Box
1080, Washington, D.C. 20013.

A) No, this income should
be reported as interest on line
13 of Form 1040. If your total
interest income is over $100,
list the amounts you receive on
Schedule B. Part II, and attach it to your return
hen
you file.
Q) I just sent in my return.
How long will I have to wait
for my refund?

BOWLING
STANDINGS

ALMANAC
By United Press International

Today is Thursday, April 2,
the 92nd day of 1970 with 273 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
'quarter and new phase,
The morning 'star is Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercte

ry, Venus, Mar4 and Saturn.
On this day infhistory:
In 1792 Congress authorized
the coining of money. All coins
were to be inscribed with the
motto, E Pluribus Nnum."
In 1866 President Andrew
Johnson signed a proclamation
declaring an end tp the Civil
War In the South.
In 1932 Charles 1 indberg left

MSU Foot
d Beg
Spring Dri

Aikag why

•

TOLEDO, Ohio(UPI)-Some
of the 90,000 homemaker consultants of the .National Family
Opinion Inc. want to know why
manufacturers don't - make
spray starch in colors to eliminate white flakes on colored
A) Yes, these dues are deductible as an employee busi- clothing, put timers on unit air
Jtit

ness expense if you itemize.
For more details on these expenses, check page E-2 of the
1040 instruction package.

Increase hi
Education Aid
Seen By Allen

condititmers, use a plastic in
thermos bottle lids that won't
melt or break, make iron-on

mending tape especially for pernianent press fabrics, and make a
product that will re-ink typewriter ribbons.

HOUSE
FOR SALE
Two bedroom house, permaneM aiding, low down
payment. Easy monthly
terms. Located % miles
from New Concord on
Highway 444.
For Information
Call (collect)

Now you know

Johnny Jones

NEW YORK (UPI)-One of
Paducah, Kentucky
the functions of enzymes is to
442-3597
break down the various types of
organic matter-carbohydrates,
A) Yes. If there is tax due,
fats, proteins-into simpler parti,you will be billed and have 30
cles. Nutritionists say enzymes
days to make full payment.
found in the human digestive
IRS can only compute the
By CRAIG A, PALMER
system break down food matertax where the taxpayer's gross
ials into smaller, more assimilable
income is under $5,000 which
WASHINGTON (UP0 -U.S. #fornis.
consists of wages subject to
Today thru Sat.
withholding and not more than Education _Commissioner James
WHIGS of St-Nikon atImInUstre.
E.
Allen
Jr.
says
foresees
he
"a
$200 of dividends, interest and
T,PARVFAMITIII1 Mr*
wages not subject to withhold- substantial increase" in federal don's education reform propoto
education, perhaps sals, which call for a thorough
ing, and the standard deduc- aid
tion is claimed. But the tax- reaching the point at which it Investigation of education pro„
payer computes his tax when will pay as much as 25 per cent grams for the poor before they
he is claiming sick pay, mov- of the cost of the nation's are funded.
1,04OR
mow
T"TT's Allen said the special aid
ing expenses, or employee schools.
business expenses.
eI wouldn't be here if I didet programs
might not have
Q) Do you have to itemize think there was going to be worked as well as expected for
deductions to get any credit better support for education a variety of reasons.
for hospital insurance premi- and more support eventually "MaYhe they were underfunded,
ums paid?
from the federal government," and maybe we didn't plan
enough for them," he said.
A) Yes, you must itemize to Allen said in an interview.
He would not say how soon he "The taxpayer has to give
claim this deduction. However,
them more money, and the
you may deduct half of your expects an increase,
medical insurance premiums
"I'm too busy at the moment taxpayer is the fellow who is
questions.questions.A lt
up to a maximum of $150 even trying to find out how to make
o
though your other medical ex- the best use of what we now people
eop
have lost confidence In
penses do not exceed 3 percent have. This will be the faster the ability of the schools to
of your adjusted gross income. way
to get what we need," he produce for the disadvantaged
The"mos.ie 011 d
child.
Q) I pay someone to take said,
19 year old
"It
isn't
a
delete
me
to
over
Able
To
Spend
More
care of my two girls while I
who went to townmoney
or
reform,"
he
said.
Allen
said state and federal
work. Is there any deduction
tois_vol!
"It's
both."
for this?
governments now are able to
A) You may deduct' all or spend more money en education
part of this expense when cer- but they aren't willing to do so
tain conditions are met. These until they know the programs
000000000000000000
conditions are explained on work better.
page A-2 of the 1040 tax
The federal government pays
INDS
package you received in the about 6.6 per cent of the bill for
; TuffiDAT
mail.
elementary
secondary
a is d
0000000n00vouu
000000000000000000
to the
Q) I'm over 65. Do I still schools, according
National Education Association
have to file a tax return?
(NEA). States pick up 40 per
A) Your age entitles you to
AMES
NICHOL 5014
an additional $600 exemption cent of the tab and local
SAMUEL/ ARPLOr •••••wr
and therefore you are not re- governments the rest.
Allen said programs for poor
quired to file a, return unless
disadvantaged
children,
your gross income is $1,200 or and
over. However, if you had net such as Head Start for preearnings from self-employment school children and $1.2 billion
of $400 or more, even if your "compensatory aid" for helping
gross income was less than youngsters with basic sldlls are
$1,200, a return will have to be working but are underfinance
d.
filed and self-emp,oyment tax
"The problem is getting
paid,
enough evidence that they ar
Q) Will IRS figure the tax
for you even if you end up
owing tax'

A NORMAN

WA

NOW

The INCREDIBL SAGA of "MA" BARKER!

working," he said.
Sides With Critics

YOU'RE INVITED TO "OPEN HOUSE"
HONORING COACH LUTHER
and
HIS M.S.U. BASKETBALL TEAM

TELEVISE DERBY
NEW YORK (UPI)- Tit
Television Network will ti
the 96th
running of
Kentucky Derby from Ch
Downs on May 2 for th
consecutive year, it vn
nounced Wednesday.

Refreshments

* New Installment
* Repairs
* Pumping
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Department)
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hopes of recovering his kidnapped son. Bruno Haupman
was later executed for the
kidnapping and murder of the
Lindberg child.
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Pictured from left to right: Front row, from left, Mgr. Bob
Ftonna. Gary Stevenson, Bill Mancinni, Gary Wilson.
Ron
Johnson, Claude Virden. Hector Blendett, and Mgr. Larry
Burnham.
Second row - Assistant Coach Bennie Purcell. Coach Cal
Luther, Mgr. Bob Harriford. Jim Young,
Don Funneman,
Ron Williams. Steve Riely, Frank Streety, F'resman
Coach Kayo Willis, Mgr. Bob Cooper.
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Phone 753-71150
Southside Shopping Cen

Students Invited To Bring Basketball
Programs, Etc.,
for Autographing
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Most Improve/ Bowler
Wanda Green, Improved 12 Pins

SAN
FRANCISCO (
Willie McCoyey will re,
San Francisco Giants
mates in Phoenix Fri
time to play in an en
game
against the
Braves,
McCovey, the Nati
League's Most Valuable
last year, received a cle
of health on two
Wednesday after being
mined at the Univers
California Medical Cente
Dr, Samuel J. Kimur
McCovey his eye probl
just about cleared up a
arthritic knee, which bo
him during the good will i
Japan, should be better
few days,
IfeComy has been bo

SEPTIC TANI
SERVICE

* AUTOGRAPHS By Coach Luther and
Players.
* FREE DRAWING - Basketball autograp
hed

RA

Mr-Covey To Re
Giants On Fridi

by blurred vision in his

A) The tables should be
used for determining the surcharge if your income tax
under $735. For $735 and over,
multiply your tax. by 10 percent to determine the sur-
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The Murray State foot]
ad, with 24 lettermet
starters back from last
began spring football
Tuesday.
The Racers squad will
four days a week, em
drills with an intra-squi
May 14. Sessions are si
for 245 p.m. on Tuesdx
nesday, and Friday and
on Saturday. The Saturd
Ion will usually be a serf
Four members of Iasi
team, Russ Hake, Dona
jams, Sam Tandy, and JD
ell, graduated. Two otie
fensive end Walt Ander
defensive back Don Ha
have withdrawn from sch
The Racers compiled
record last season an,
2-4-1 in the Ohio Valli
ference.
Among those players
all-conference end Jaci
fullback Rick Fisher, the
leading rusher; and quer
Matt Haug, who set anew
yardage record for Mut')
year, Billy Hess,an all-cc
ce split end two years al
returns as do such defens
ndouts as tackles Dave Fos
ry White, and Jim Wilso
back Lennie Jezik; and 1
ker Frank Head,

eye this spring. The px
was an offshoot of med
he was taking for his Ime
medication was changed
three weeks ago and tJ
problem is clearing A),

Allen thus sided, in part, with

Q) Who can Use the tax msfcharge tables in the 1040 package?

Ezell Beauty School(Feb 3)
1044
High md Series NC
LeVaughn Listener
669
mer MM SIM UBINI INNER
Niels Ind. Gains NC
MR YAM IRE ass arm awe etc
Lames Malcolm
277
MISUI MD WPM IC
1st High Average:
Marilyn Parks
and High Average
Bobbie Garrison

TIRMSDAY - APRIL I. 1979

A) If your, return is accurate and complete, you should
have your refund within 5-6
weeks of the date you filed.
However, should -4:0ur refund be delayed beyond this
period, wait 10 weeks before
contacting IRS about it. This
will allow time for any notice
to, reach you about an error
or omission such as a missing
Social Security number, W-2
or one of the schedules.

Ezell Beauty School
Wanda Nance
Wanda White
Nancy Rogers
Sandra Thompson
Mildred Hodge
Estelle Ezell
High Team Series HC
Ikea Beauty School -(Feb 24)
3016
High Teens Gasses NC

on renewal fur the U.S. air bases black boxes, in Spain
The present agreement, renewed two yearn ago, expires in
September Rota is used for servicing Polaris submarines

charge you owe for 1969

Also, the tax surcharge has
been continued at a 5 percent
annual rate for the period
January 1, 1970, through June
30, 1970, or 2.5 percent for the
tax year 1970.
Some taxpayers may also
find the new provisions on income avers/rime and caamal.rgains will affect their declaraQ) Are union dues deductitions. Details on these pro‘ible?
Mons and the tax surcharge
ay.,Jae obtained by writing
your IRS district director for
Publication 553 or by contacting your local IRS office.

MAGIC-TRi
BOWLING LEAGUE
69-70 (Final Report)
1St. Piece Tome
Johnson's Grocery
Bobbie Garrison
Isabel Parks
Faye Forbus
LaVaughe Latimer
Matzilyn Parks
2nd Place Team:
Country Kitchen
Laverne Ryan
Betty Darnell
Betty Darnell
Martha Andrus
Emma Adams
Jean Butterworth
3rd Place Team:

TALKS COME up in mid-April with the Madrid government

coy 5""
Dei:Artn,..0-11,1,1#4
n
139..71 eit.tort

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided Lv the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service Ut Tikpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked 1)\ taxpayers.

Their work is part of a
newly invigorated national attack upon narcotic and dangerous drug abuse. The President and his Administration
are concentrating much effort
upon this massive problem.

"The thitaiaasehog tank Asset of a Community as the
Integrity of lts Newspaper"

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., VMS
Madison Ave_ Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg, New Yoga. N.Y.,
bicooentain kildg, Detroit, Mich.
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Tennis Team
MSU Football Girl's
Will Play Saturday
d Begins
Spring Drills
g

•4
'1

Fire Department
Defeats Policemen

The Murray State University
women's tennis team will open
its 13-match schedule Saturday
at Vanderbilt. The first home
match will be April 9 with Southern Illinois.
The first three singles players for Murray last year, Carolyn Wells, Paula Carbonell, and
Carol Stopper, will be back this
year, and the No. 5 player,Cindy
Almendinger, played at No. 6.
Nancy Porter, at No. 4 singles,
is a freshman, and Kay Carter,
at No. 6, was on last year's
squad but saw little action.
The doubles teams will be
Wells and Stopper at No. 1,
Carbonell and Porter at No. 2,
and Carter and Almendinger at
No. 3.
The women netters had a 10-2
record last season and were 10-0
two years ago. Miss Nita Graham,
of the Murray physical education
department, is coach.

Baseball World Amazed Over
McLain's Commuted Sentence

The Murray Fire Department
defeated the Murray Pollee Department in a basketball game
played this week at the Murray
guilty of anything that would
By FRED MeMANE
High gym, 58-33.
hurt baseball," McLain said at
UPI
Sports
Writer
Leading all scorers in the
news
night
Wednesday
a
game was fireman Dwight RutLakeland. Fla. "I
conference
in
NEW
YORK
(UPI).Only
ledge with 22 points. James Hodid something wrong, but the
rat:tickle hit 11 for the firefight- Denny McLain thinks he was extent of the wrongdoing was
ers. High man for the law en- robbed.
people
The baseball world was still not as great as some
forcers was Max Morris with
thought."
amazed
today
"comover
the
12 points.
The extent of his wrongdoing
Others scoring for the fire- muted" sentenced handed Mcappears
to be the major bone
Lain
Wednesday by Commismen were Jerry Jones 7, KeeneOf contention in the whole
to Bucy 8, Ronnie Gardner 6 sioner Bowie Kuhn for the
admitpitcher's off-the-field gambling matter. Because McLain
and Jackie Cooper 4.
ted he wanted to join Me
activities
1967,
in
Others scoring for the Police
most
Kuhn, who had suspended bookmaking organization,
Dept. were Billy Wilson 3, Gene
as
is
he
that
believe
people
Parker 8, Jerry Lee 7, Dwayne McLain indefinitely on Feb. 19
members,
pending investigation by his guilty as the actual
Elkins 2, Bill Harris 1.
office into the affair, slapped even though he never really did
the Detroit Tigers' star with become a member,
only three additional months'
suspension on the grounds that
the 26-year-old McLain was a
"dupe" in
a toolmaking
swindle.
Kuhn's decision means that
McLain will be available to
AKRON, Ohio (UP!)- A setpitch for the Tigers on July 1
and will miss less than half of tlement was reached Wednesday which disolved a $514,000
the regular season.
"I think there has been a suit filed against Consultieng
threat to baseball by Denny's Services Inc. of Akron by
The Almo, Hazel, and Kirksey activities," the commissioner professional golfer Lee Trevino
Parent-Teacher Association will said, "but I don't feel there has and the firm's countersuit for
have a tournament for its men's been any serious damage. Our $6.3 million,
Last Dec. 31 in El Paso, Tex.,
and women's basketball teams society has been characterized
on Friday and Saturday, April by considerable compassion for Trevino filed suit charging
people who have gone wrong. Consulting Services with mis10 and 11, at seven p.m.
his affairs. The
Location of the tournament, Any society that lacks that managing
decided in a draw at the start compassion is going to have company signed him as a client
of the season, will betheKirksey very serious problems. Baseball after he won the 1968 U.S.
must have that compassion as Open.
gymnasium.
Six days after Trevino went
The opening game on Friday, well,"
,
April -14,--edik-be Hazel men-vs. The levestigatiou r evealed- to =art, Consulting SAVII-Ce15•.
the Kirksey men, and the second McLaie had placed bets on sued on grounds he was
game will be between the Almo basketball games with the damaging its reputation. Trevioperation
a n d no's suit was to have gone to
women and the Hazel women. bookmaking
Saturday's games will be the made financial contributions court in El Paso next Monday,
Almo men playing the winner totalling approximately $5,700. Trevino Enterprises Inc.
of the Hazel-Kirksey game, and There was no evidence uncov- agreed to buy out the remainthe Kirksey women playing the ered, however, that McLain ing portion of Trevino's coo
winner of the Almo-Hazel game. ever bet on a baseball game. tract for what was termed as
A trophy will be given to the McLain, however, thinks he "a substantial sum,"
winner of both men and women has been dealt with too harshly, All parties involved called the
even though he confessed his settlement "fair and equitable"
teams.
and said they expected to do
The concession stand will be guilt to the commissioner,
open both nights with four per- "I didn't think I would be some business together in the
sons from each school scheduled suspended. I don't believe I'm future,
to help in the selling.
The public is invited to attend
the tournament.

The Murray State football squad , with 24 lettermen and 18
starters back from last season,
began spring football practice
Tuesday.
The Racers squad will practice
tour days a week, ending the
drills with an intra-squad game
May 14. Sessions are scheduled
for 2:45 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday and 2 p.m.
on Saturday. The Saturday session will usually be a scrimmage.
Four members of last year's
team, Russ Hake, Doonie Williams, Sam Tandy, and Jim Harrell, graduated. Two others, defensive end Walt Anderson and
defensive back Don Harriford,
have withdrawn from school.
The Racers compiled a 5-4-1
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA, - BUS
record last season and were
youngster, his son, Steve, would accompany
DRIVER'S DREAM CAME TRUE - Joe
2-4-1 in the Ohio Valley Con- PLAYERS RECALLED
Joe. Today Steve Garvey ts the Dodgers
Garvey of Tampa, Florida has been driving
ference.
third baseman, and dad sfill drives the bus.
the Los Angeles Dodgers to their exhibition
Among those players back are
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) games in this area for -may seers. As a
all-conference end Jack Wolf; Goalie Dune Wilson, right
fullback Rick Fisher, the team's winger Rosaire Paiement and
leading rusher; and quarterback center Serge Bernier have been
Matt Has, who set anew passing recalled to the National Hockey
yardage record for Murray last League by the Philadelphia
year. Billy Hess,an all-conferen- Flyers from the Quebec Aces of
ce split end two years ago, also the American Hockey League.
returns as do such defensive standouts as tackles Dave r ord,Larry White, and Jim Wilson; half- CONDITION CRITICAL
back Lennie Jezik; and linebac.
e team late Tuesday night
By JOE SARGIS
CINCINNATI(UP1)- Former
ker Frank Head.
at the Pilots had been sold to
UPI
Sports
Writer
pro basketball star Maurice
e Brewers, new manager
Stokes remains in critical
TEMPE, Ariz. (UPI)- Now II ave Bristol heaved a big sigh
GRLE-NSB0_N,C. (UP!)-.
condltien today at Good Sama- that- it's been
- decided where f relief as did many of his
ritan
Hospital
The1970 Greater Greensboro
following a home will be this year,
layers.
the
coronary attack on Monday.
glad they
got it Open was to begin here today
Milwaukee Brewers can settle "I'm
Stokes, who once starred for
straightened out," he said. "I'm on what defending Masters
down
to
playing
baseball,
which
the Cincinnati Royals, has been
appy for the players' sake. It's champion George Archer called
SAN
FRANCISCO (UPI).- tospitalized since 1958 with may not be as bad in-1970 as not been easy,
with all this the wettest course he had ever
some
people
think.
Willie McCovey will rejoin his traumatic encephalitis.
over
anging
heads.
our
But the seen. 4k.
When
word
finally reached
San Francisco Giants team"You've just had too much
layers have been splendid
mates in Phoenix Friday in
roughout the situation. Now it rain here in the past couple of
time to play in an exhibition
will be easier to get total days," said Archer. "If I'm
game
against the
Atlanta
lucky I won't catch a cold."
concentration from them."
Braves.
A
steadily pouring r
When Bristol presents his
McCovey, the National
club to the Milwaukee fans next Wednesday soaked the '1,034.
League's Most Valuable Player
uesday in the home opener yard Sedgefield Country Club
last year, received a clean bill
ainst the California Angels, course, cancelling the pro-am
of health
on two fronts
being
named
commissioner e team will line up this way: event Wednesday,
By
MILTON
RICHMAN
Wednesday after being exaDefending GGO champ Gene
Team Lineup
and, naturally, still is a lawyer,
UPI Sports Writer
mined at the University of
He
knows
which
charges Either Jerry McNertney or Littler said the scores will have
California Medical Center.
McLain has admitted to and Phil Roof will be behind the to go up because of the wet
NEW YORK (UPI)- Denny
Dr. Samuel J. Kimura told
which he hasn't, and he also late and the pitcher figures to grounds. "It's tough to get the
McCovey his eye problem is McLain claims not only his arm knows which
of them can never be Bob Bolin or Gene Braben- ball up in the air. I'd rather see
just about cleared up and his but his legs are in "great be proved, More
than that, he der the club's biggest winner a dry course and so would
shape,"
he
so
shouldn't walk,
arthritic knee, which bothered
everyone else in the field," said
has
a
'year with 13 victories.
pretty
good
idea
a federal last
he
should
run
to the nearest
him during the good will tour ot
REGISTRATION BLANK - 1,70
grand jury will vote not to
Mike Regan takes over at Littler.
Japan, should be better in a church and say thanks. To God Indict McLain, and
A
field
and
pros
143
of
first
for
the
departed
where
Don
does
first, and Bowie Kuhn a close
few days.
that leave baseball if say, for Mincher, Jolut Donaldson will amateur Jack Inman Jr. of 13R ADENTON, Fla. (1-T
McCovey has .bisen bothered second.
AGE
HKMX
meeain was 20. Sunday; old example, it bars hint for life or be at second, Ted Kubiak at Greensboro are competing on The Pittsburgh Pirates got
by blurred visluir In Ills right
even two years? You guessed short and Tommy Harper, die the par-71 course. Of doe 1970 down
to their opening day
enough
to
know
better,
and
•
u
eye this spring. !The problem
the aniwer. It leaves baseball big league base stealing champ tour top winners, only Bruce player limit today by returning
4"iDDRE'SS1R7rn
was an offshoot of medication although Kuhn never intended it open to another law suit, just last year with 73, at third.
Devlin
Ron
of
Bob
the
Hope
Davis
Gary
end
Kolb
to
he was taking for his knee. The to be such, the half-season what it needs.
Behind Bolin and Brabender, tournament didn't enter the Columbus of the International
PARENT(S) NAME
PHONE
medication was changed about suspension he charitably handBristol
Half
Salary
has Lew Krausse and GGO. The Greensboro event League,
Penalty
ed
Detroit's
pitching
ace
three weeks ago and the eye
Pittsburgh is allowed to list
McLain makes approximately Steve Barber in the starting has drawn nearly all the big
SIGNATURE
Wednesday was more like a
problem Is clearing up.
birthday gift. Not as fancy as $90,000 with the Tigers, This rotation the latter the onl} names of golfing, with the 26 players on opening day
some of those things Richard suspension will cost him half of lefthander. Marty Pattin, a exception of Jack Nicklaus, who because righthander Bob Moose
I, we the parent(s) give our consent, and agree to hold
Burton lavishes on Liz Taylor that. About $45,000, which some durable citizen, is ticketed for chose to continue practicing for will spend the first two weeks
the
League
and Its Officers blameless for hospital and mediweek's
next
Masters
the
of
season
tourin
military
the
may
spot
argue
starts and long relief.
he can possibly
for her birthday perhaps, WI
service.
cal expenses as a result of injury(s) while playing, except
In the bullpen Bristol can call" nament at Augusta, Ga.
TELEVISE DERBY
you have to remember Denny make ty with night club dates
Sammy Snead, an eight time
covered by League insurance.
Isn't `exactly an oil painting, and other appearances between on John Gelnar, Dave Baldwin,
now and July 1.
Bob Locker and John O'Dote winner of the GGO, is again
NEW YORK (UPI)-The CBS either.
I. we also agree to return the uniform at end of each
entered, he was victorious in
George Weiss, the former °One.
Television Network will televise
Had he a mind to do so, the
playing season, In good condition, less normal wear.
GGO
first
winning
in
the
a
1938,
Yankees
and
The
Nets'
outfield
looks
general
like the
the 96th
running of the baseball commissioner could
YOUNG TO OPEN
It is NECESSARY that your son's BIRTH CERTIFICATE
Kentucky Derby from Churchill have easily thrown the book at manager, was among those in Brewers' weakness. And Bristol $5,000 purse.
This
year's
winner
gets
a
be checked by the Player Agent or Secretary of the League.
Downs on May 2 for the 23rd McLaha for what he himself the room when Kuhn read his admits it readily.
check for $36,000, The total NEW YORK (UP!)- Whitney
Ready For Surprise
consecutive year, it was an- called "conduct not in the best decision and he said he felt it
Parent(s) Signature
• Young, Jr., a prominent
purse
is $180,000.
"I
was
one,
a
fair
wish
I
had
another
long
nounced Wednesday.
terests of baseball." Instead
civil rights leader, has accepted
"It's
a
$50,000
bat
out
Dave
there,"
penalty,"
says
he hit him with only two
an invitation from the New
.signed
Weiss said, "and that strikes wistfully. "I'll say this about
mimeographed pages.
York Yankees to throw out the
me
as
rather
my outfield, I'm ready for
substantial."
BRADENTON, Fla. (UPO- first ball at their 1970
Kuhn Reads Decision
home
Si,jned
someone to surprise me."
The Pittsburgh Pirates reduced opener April 7 against the
Those were the two pages
In any event, Bristol has their roster to 29 players
Kuhn read his decision from
Boston Red Sox.,
sorted it out to where Mike Monday
Addrees
when they farmed Young has been executive
before a roomful of pews media
Hershberger
and
Manguai
center
will
in
open
Angel
outfielder
people in a midtown hotel and
director of the National Urban
flanked by Wayne Corner and pitchers Dennis Riddleberger
Phone
after you squeezed and wrung
League for the past nine years.
Steve Hoviey. Hershberger is and Fred Cambria.
out all "the fair inference,"
the veteran who as a part
* New Installment
"review of facts," and "purtimer in Oakland last yeagrhit
suant to my powers" in the 563* Itepairs
only .202.
word determination it all boiled
* Pumping
Spare help the way Bristol
down to the fact McLain can
(Licensed. State Health
Billy Cunningham of the looks at it will include Greg
resume
pitching
for
the
Tigers
Department)
July 1-but he had better Philadelphia 76ers is one Goosen, who can catch and play
perplexed
basketball player first and third, Rich Rollins and
ALL TYPES BACKHOE
behave himself.
Kennedy
for
infield
WORK
Initial reaction among most while the Milwaukee Bucks are John
of those who listened to Kulm within one victory of clinching backup, and young outfielders
read his decision was shock. their National Basketball Asso- Dan Walton, a promising longquarterfinal
playoff 'ball hitter, and Roy Foster,
Kuhn was "whitewashing" Mc- ciation
another home-run hitter who
Lain. He was letting him off series.
"What
more
came
you
can
to the Brewers from the
do?"
much
too
easily, In one way he
Phone 753-7130
was; in another way, he wasn't. moaned Cunningham following Mets organization.
Southside Shopping Center
Kuhn practiced law before a career high 50-point perfor
mance
against the
Hocks Washington was second
high
Wednesday night.
scorer for the 76ers with 17.
Cunningham had every right
Two other series resume
to feel bewildered, for despite tonight with Baltimore at New
TROPICAL FISH & SUPPLIES
his best efforts, the 76ers lost York and Los
Corner of Fourth and Elm
Angeles at
to Milwaukee, 118-111, and now Phoenix.
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The Knicks-Bullets encounter
---5- 14 •fireoweam
or S1
........... ....,
HBOB KOCH
series which could come to a Is tied 2-2 with
Baltimore
quick ending Friday night at winning the last two
games
Madison, Wis.
after having lose six straight
It took a clutch performance playoff contests
MURRAY. KY.
to New York
$135.00 Rg.
54.00 to 5.00
e.... Now $95.00
$14.00 Res .... Nee, 512.00
ALLIGATOR 8 *MOORE AKER
$9.00 Res .... Noe $1.00
on the part of the Bucks' Jon over a two-season period.
Rea. .... New $3.00
Weekdays and Sunday
S125.00 Res ...., Now $90.00
McGlocIdin to offset Cunning$22.50 Reg
S15.00 Reg..... Now S11.00
53.00 Reg. .... Now $2.00
Now 516.00
WOO a 7.50
Los Angeles and Phoenix split
Reg.
.
..
.
Now
ham's
one-man
show
Mcas
$330.00 Reg.
Now 522.00
$2.00 Rai .... Now $1.50
5115•00 569. • • • • Now 555.00
S16.00 It M
$6.0O
Open 12-9 p.m.
the first two games of their
Illoo..... 109. 513.00
$7.00 Res .... Now $35.00
Glocklin personally accounted series and the Suns
Ore Tat, of Draw 911rts
S110.00 Res..... Nov U0.00
540.00 Res .
Now 530.00
now have
for the last seven points of the the home court advantage
Saturday 10-6 p.m.
S5.50•5.00
$16.00 4 19.00
6 Off Res Price
$105.03 Res .... Now 575.00
*so R"
for
Now $38.00
Res ... .Now 54.00
Reg..... Now $14.00
game after Philadelphia had the next two contests.
Oro Table Kroft Shirts
5100.00 Reg.. ... Now 570.00
525.00 5. 26.00
Inclualino beet Tore Color.
Se.® Res ..
Now $34.00
tied the score with 2:10 left to
* Or liplrol Price
5 65.00 Res . .. . Now $45.00
The fourth series between
Reg..... Now. $19.00
$10.00 Res .. . . Now 550.00
play.
Atlanta and Chicago finds the
49.95 R
... Now $37.00
$9.00 10.00 Casual Sledte
Rookie Lew Alcindor carried Hawks holding
S5*SP°:;46:8710
'71:• ' '. N°Sh1;1543.00
a commanding
6".
ALL IG•TOR SHAKER
Milwaukee in the early going, 3-0 lead
56.00 Res . . . . Now $4.00
S
OFF
ENTIRE STOCK OF
RAIN COATS
with the fourth game
scoring 15 of his 33 points in the set for
$6.50 Res . . . . Now 54.00
NATIONALLY
S1995
KNOWN
P109. . . - . Now $62.00
Chicago Friday night.
Reg. MOO NOW $15.00
first period when the Bucks
$7.00 Res .... Now $44.50
. . . . Nor/ 555.00
took a 35-24 lead. Philadelphia
Now 512.00
S1.30 Rog. . .. . Now $5.00
"
S•CC FR911. • . . . Nov, 551.00
cut its deficit to 60-56 at INGLEWOOb. Calif. (UM-$14.00 Res .... NOW $10.00
Now 524.00
SI
halftime and the two teams The Los Angeles Letters of. the
Sport Nets
.
tliT 1/
$35.00 Req.
Nov $21.03
ORIGINAL
Except Current Specials
battled on even terms the rest National Basketball -Aisociation
PRICE
OltpitIGOIAL
Now 522.00
PR iCE
sa.00 Rag...,. . Nee S4.93
of the way until McGlocklin have signed Earnest Klllum of
took charge near the end. • Stetson Universfty to a titresGreg Smith tallied 25 points year contract. Killum: a 6-3 111
and• pulled down 19 rebounds guard, was the Lakers' No..2
for the Bucks while Jim draft choice.
a

THREE SCHOOLS TO
PARTICIPAR IN
PTA TOURNAMENT

Now That-They Have A lime Wet Course
The Brewers Can Settle Down To Host
Greensboro

McCovey To Rejoin
Giants On Friday

.1••••-

THURSDAY - APRIL 2. IWO

Sports Parade

MURRAY COLT LEAGUE
BASEBALL (15& 16 year old)

Pirates Cut Two

SEPTIC TANK
SERVICE

Bucks Nip
76ers Again

ea, Eye,„ ,

Gene Steely
Bldg. Cont

Settlement Resched
On Trevino Lawsuit

Must Go - Even All Our Fixtures

STOCK OF AMERIC'
A S FINEST MERCHANDISE

We Are Sat This Entire Stock!!

100 Er

We have again slashed prices on our Famous Name Brands.

HART SCHAFFNER 8 MARX-STYLEMART-CATAIINA--PURITAN-AND MANY OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS
SUITS
PANTS i SLACKS
COATS
DRESS SMITS
MS

WEEKEND SPECIALS!

VESTS

SPORT COATS

10% OFF ON EVERYTHING

CASUAL COATS
JACKETS

s..........

In The Shop

.

............

April 3,4 and 5

1/2

I.

A-

ATS
v... R.„.....

S3.00*

SWEATERS

e -sraG o
Al SWIM WEAR

2 ...A,

510 W. Vain
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Sheila Kay Lyons
Honored At Shower
At Soiceland Home

&

TIME8 —

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY — APRIL 2, 107

...v

Soca _ee.E, i Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Officials Sign
Proclamation For

Thursday, April 2
The Town and Country HomeMasi Sheila Kay Lyons, April
makers Club will meet at the
10th bride-elect of Stephen Dale
home gi Mrs. Ellis Perry, 1633
Spiceland, was honored with a
at 7:30 p.
personal shower held at the
Representatives of the chap•••
home of Mrs. Don Spiceland,
ters of Future Homemakers of
The Garden Department of
Murray Route Five, on ThursAmerica in the Calloway, Murthe Murray Woman's Club will
day, March 26.
ray, and University Schools met
the
meet
at
club
house at two
The gracious hostesses for the
with County Judge Robert 0
p. in. Hostesses will be Mee- will be held at the Calloway
special occasion were Mrs. Don
Miller and
Murray
Mayor
County Country Club from nine
Speaks
On
Greece
dames
M.
P.
Christopher, Dick
Spiceland and Mrs. Larry CunnHolmes Ellis for them to sign
p.m.
to
one
a.m.
with
music
by
Sykes, L E. McSwain, Wayne
ingham.
a proclamation declaring next
the Melody Men of Fulton.
Williams, and W. B. Graven
For the informal event the
week as National FHA Week
•••
Prizes will be awarded for the
addevening
Jr.,
Dodson,
honoree chose to wear a lovely
the
in
eleven
Samuel
Dr.
at ton or
The proclamation is as fol
best costumes_ Planning comThe
Women's
and
Department
slack
vest
wool
Society
outpurple
Alpha
of
The chairman, Mrs. Robcr1 lows:
mittee is Messrs and Mesdames ressed the
Christian
Service
of
the
fit with a white crepe blouse.
of the Murray Woman's Club at N. Scott, presided at the busHardin United Methodist Chur Jack Blackwell, Don Robinson, an open luncheon held at the
Refreshments of white cake
Stanford
Hendrickson,
Stark
Er
ch
will
observe
the
World Day
with yellow and mint green
ciub house on Saturday, March
of Prayer starting at ten a. m. win, and Cecil FitT18. DecoraTO THE PEOPLE OF Murra
trim, nuts, and fruit punch were
28, at twelve noon.
tions
will
be
Messrs
and
and
Mee
continuing until after noon
and Galloway County
served from the table overlaid
Mrs. M. P. Christopher introdames
W.
C.
Elkins, Buford
A potluck lunch will be served
with a mint green linen cloth
duced Dr. Dodson who gave a
at 12 noon. The public is invit- Hurt, C. C. Lowry, and Henry
and centered with an arrangemost interesting and informaFulton.
ed.
WHEREAS, the Future Home
ment of daffodils.
tive talk on "Contrasts in Cul•••
•• •
makers of America, the nation
Those present or sending gifts
ture-Greece-America"
6
Monday,
ilawIT
The Hazel Elementary School
were Lynne Sammcns, Judy
al organization for home econo
Being the Lenten season, Dr.
The Lottie Moon Group of
PTA will meet at the school at
Persall, Debbie Goodridge, Ana
mica students in junior and
Church WMS Dodson stressed the importance
Baptist
First
the
seven
p.
at.
with the program
Thurman, Linda Cochran, Clarsenior high schools of the nit
of Easter to the Greek peopie
Mrs.
of
home
the
at
meet
will
by
the third and fourth grades.
issa Lee, Claudia Welch, SheIon, is celebrating its 25th anand how it even exceeds Christ.
The executive board will meet Allen McCoy at 7:90 p.m. with
lia Cunningham, Deena Edniversary this year and,
He described the traditmu.
cohosteu.
se
Hedges
Mrs.
Glen
at 6:30 p. at.
monds, Janis Garland, Denice
•••
ional observance of a bier plac•••
Grogan, Marsha Hosford, Mn
WHEREAS, the future of our
The Kathleen Jones Group of ed in the church where floral
The Lutheran Womeses KisWilson, Dana Adams, Jan Orr,
community, State, and Natian
the First Baptist Church WMS offerings are placed upon it,
sinary
League
at
the
ImmanAnnette Houston, Janice ElkEaster how it is
depends to a large extent upon
uel Church will meet at the will meet with Mrs. Graves and then on
ins, Sheila Latimer, Regina
the strength of our homes and
with Miss Ha- born through the streets to the
p.m.
7:13
at
Sledd
home
of
Mrs.
Marilyn Luther,
Vance, Brenda Turner, Martha
the Futiam Homemakers of
leader. rejoicing of the people.
L509 Johnson Drive, at 7:30 zel Tarry as program
Ladd, Judy Garland, Dade Bai• ••
Dr. Dodson spoke of the friAmerica is an organization conp.
ley, Marilyn Parks, Debbie Patcerned with building strong
•••
Mrs. Joe Hight Oveeby
The WSCS of the Coldwater cndliness of the people and the
ton, Debbie Watson, Ann Hart,
foundations for future homes
United Methodist Church will fact there is no word for
Friday, Awn 3
Debbie Russell, Mrs. Eva Alexand developing leaders for our
meet at the church e 7:30 p.m "strange" in the Greek langThe
Senior
Citizens
Club
will
ander, Mrs. W. A. Lyons, Mrs.
• ••
uage; of their love of the outcommunities: and
have its monthly potluck lunchDr. Samuel Dodson, Jr.
Don Spiceland, and Mrs. Sumac
The Olga Hampton WMS of doors where more time is spent
eon at the Community Center,
WHEREAS, the week of Apr)'
Cunningham.
Ellis Drive, at 12 noon with Mrs. the Sinking Springs Baptist on their balconies and in their mess session. The roll call and
The marriage of Miss Linda daisies, baby's breath, and Hontas Banks, Mrs.
will meet at seven p.m gardens than in their houses; minutes were by Mrs. Prea 5 through 11 has been designChurch
Virile
• ••
how they enjoy walking and ton Jones, secretary, and the ated as NATIONAL FHA WEEK
Anne Childs, daughter of Mr Dutch iris.
Clark, and Mrs. Martha Golden
and Mrs. Clayton G. Childs of
Richard Weatherholt was the as hostesses. All interested perThe Licensed Practical Nurses the five o'clock promenade of treasurer's report was by Mrs to be observed by the 604,000
members of Future HomemakOwensboro, and Joe Hight Over- best man for Mr. Overby. The sons are invited to
of District 17 will meet in the the younger set, boys in one Rolf E. P. King
attend.
ers of America: and
by of Owensboro, son of Mr. ushers were Lynn Mobley and
•••
conference room of the Mar- group and girls in another.
Mrs. Raymond Dixon was in
Hospital at Dr. Dodson who was pastor of
and Mrs. Rue Overby, 1630 Allan Reid.
The New Providenep
e. ray-Calloway County
What has appeart-irr-liiy*-Farmer Aventie71NUnrray, was„
WHEREAS, the Kentucky- Ashe -American Chusiab; a non- troducecl as a new member a
- -ft3ub ffveapot1uck
kaen bln. Willard Ails
Reception
shape: loaf, patty or ball? solemnized on Saturday, March
speak on "Drug Abuse". Metn- denominational church for three long with several guests of the sociation of Future Homemakat the Community Cemlor,
years in Greece before coming members.
There's only one winner! 28, at the First Presbyterian
ers of America received Qe
in date.
.
Following the ceremony the Drive, at 6:30 ps.
a Ilkieben bers note change
to the First United Methodist
first charter in the national orGround beef shows off well Church, Owensboro.
reception was held at the home not change of .
Church, Murray, as pastor, also
ganization and now has a memin any fashion.
• taDr. William Walker read the of the bride's parents. Miss PatTuesday, April 7
Hostesses
for
the meeting bership of 16,715 members in
For a new look, Reba double ring ceremony at two ti Blythe and Miss Pat Kreke
The Mice Waters Circle of described Greece's "two-in-one were
The Murray State University
Mesdames Henry McKen- 250 local chapters;
Staggs of the National Live o'clock in the afternoon.
Faculty Couples Bridge Club the First United Methodist day", from eight to onethirty, zie, Robert Hornsby,
presided at the bride's table.
Russell
Stock and Meat Board sugThe bride, given in marriage
will meet at the cafeteria of Church WSCS will meet at the then luncheon and siesta until Terhune, Edwin
Larson, Presgests serving it in rolls — by her father, wore a dress of
After the reception the cou- the Student Union building at home of Mrs. James Byrn, 1117 four-thirty, ending their work ton Jones, and Miss
NOW THEREFORE, we Judge
Mildred
cabbage rolls, that is. Gen- white crpe with empire design ple left for a wedding trip to 7:30 p.m. If you have not been Circarama Drive, at 9:30 a.m day at eight-thirty with dinner
Robert 0. Miller and Mayor
Hatcher.
erously fill tender cabbage and pearl' accenting the high Kentucky Dam Village. They contacted call Mrs. Earl Horan Members note change in date.
Holmes Ellis do hereby pro•• •
leaves with a tasty ground collar and bishop sleeves. Her /rill reside in Owensboro.
753-9684.
claim the week beginning April
o
Circle
Tucker
veil
illusion
•
of
shouldSilk
was
Bessie
•
•
The
beef mixture highlighted
5 as FUTURE HOMEMAKERS
The new Mrs. Overby 13 a
with tomato sauce, onion and er length. She carried a French
The University Schooir PTA the First United Method*
OF AMERICA WEEK in Murgraduate
of
Daviess
County
vn
meet
will
bouquet
WSCS
of
pink roses and bawill have a suggesticsa diacus- Church
parsley.
ray and Calloway County, and
High
School
and
is
attending
Keene1617
by's breath.
sion meeting for parents at the Mrs. Frank Kane,
urge all citizens to acquaint
Beef Cabbage Rolls
Miss Karen Jensen was the Centre College, Danville.
school cafeteria at 1:30 n- tn. Land Drive, at 9:30 a. m. Mem- Dr. Arthur L. Robertshaw,
themselves
with the activities of
2 pounds ground beef
Mr. Overby is a graduate of All parents are urged to
in date.
maid of honor. She wore a mist
par- bers note change
psychiatrist to the Community
the Future Homemakers of
11/4 teaspoons salt
•••
blue crepe dress with long Murray High Schaal and Mur- ticipate.
Mental Health Center of WestAmerica organization, to show
% teaspoon pepper
•••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- ern Kentucky in Paducah, was
sleeves and covered buttons ac- ray State University. He is a
interest in it and to give help
% cup precooked (instant)
der a the Rainbow for Girls the guest speaker at the meetcenting the bodice. She carri3d member of Phi Mu Alpha, KapSaturday, April 4
and encouragement to the memrice •
The Wranglers Riding Club will meet at the Masonic Hall .ing of the
a French bouquet of yellow pa Pi, and Kappa Delta Pi.
bers who are working bard to
Zeta Department of
1 can (15 ounces) tomato
will have a bake sate in front at seven p. at.
the Murray Woman's Club held
achieve knowledge that will
•• •
sanee
_01I Balk's Store starting at to
on Thursday, March 26, at
make outstanding homemakers
Miss Katherine Ronna Becomes Bride Of a.m.
-2 tablespoons onion
The Goshen United Methoand leaders in our communit"Music Country Style Show" dist Church WSCS will meet seven-thirty o'clock in the even1 tablespoon parsley flakes
ies.
will be held at the Faxon Schilhl at the church at seven p. m. ing at nue club bowie.
12 large cabbage leaves
•••
at 7:30 p m sponsored by the
1 can (11 ounces) Cheddar
became
Miss Katherine Ronne
and is presently serving with Faxon Mothers Club.
"Problems Relating To WoThe Annie Armstrong Group
Refreshcheese soup
the bride of Sgt. John Larson the United States Air Force.
Done at Murray, Ky. this first
ments will be sold. Admission of the First Baptist Church men in the Middle Years" was
14 cup milk
in • double ring ceremony at
Sgt. and Mrs. Larson are nnw is Children 25 cents and
day of April in the year of our
WMS will meet with Mrs. Lloyd the theme of his discussion. He
adults
Brown ground beef and the Immanuel Lutheran Church residing at 1115 Coleman Street, 75 cents.
said eighty per cent of the woLord. 1970.
A. Cornell at 7:30 p. m.
• e•
Apartment B, Bossier City, Lou•••
pour off drippings. Add salt, on Saturday, March 21.
men passed through this time
$
Rev. Stephen G. Mazak, Jr., isiana.
pepper, rice, tomato sauce,
The Delta Department of the with little or no problems.
The Roaring Twenties Dane'
The speaker said some woMurray Woman's Club will meet
onion and parsley flakes. Mix performed the ceremony at
Signed: Holmes Ellis
afternoon
the
in
o'clock
three
at 730 p. m. at the club house. men have physical symptoms
well, cover tightly and simRobert 0. Miller
Dr. Arthur L. Rebortshaw
immedthe
presence
of
Hostesses will be Mesdames J. such as nervousness, irritability,
mer 15 minutes. Cover cab- In the
Matt Sparkman, J. D. Rayburn, fatigue, and headaches. One of
bage leaves with boiling iate families.
The bride is the daughter of
Harry Sparks, John D. Lovina, the psychological symptoms is
water and boil 2 minutes.
Ronna,
Miss Frances Sexton, and Miss depression, he said. A doctor or
Drain. Place about 1/3 cup Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Keenland Drive, Murray,
psychiatrist can help with these
Ruby Simpson.
meat mixture in center of 1709
•••
Casseroles are the answer noodles, soup mixture, olives,
and the groom is the son of Dr.
problems, Dr. Robertshaw said.
each leaf. Roll and secure
and Mrs. Edwin Larson, 105 for tte main dish you're cheese, salt and pepper. Popr
The Kappa Department of the He suggested that women start
with wooden pick. Place rolls
South Fourteenth Street, Mur- askeg to bring along to a into 1%-quart rectangulir Murray Woman's Club will meet to order their lives before this
utility
in a 3-quart oblong
ray.
club, church or school pot- casserole. Sprinkle with pea- at, the club house at 7:30 p. at. time by developing interests ir
dish or large baking pan.
Arrangements of yellow gla- luck dinner. They also fill the nuts. Bake in moderate oven with Mesdames David Lee Mc- hobbies, community service,
Cover and bake in a moder- dioli and roses were used as
need for easy and economical 350 F.) for about 30 min- Mullin, John Crouch, Charles etc
ate oven (8150°F.) for 20 decorations for the altar. Mrs.
Porter, and Dan McKinney as
family meals. Quick to pre- utes. 6 servings.
Mrs. James Weatherly introminutes. Combine soup and Carol Mabak was the organist
hostesses.
pare, easy to carry, convenduced the speaker.
milk and heat, stirring until for the wedding.
•••
The department chairman,
ient to serve from baking
Pork Sausage
smooth. Pour over rolls. Bake
Bride's Drees
Mrs. June Smith, presided' and
'New for the kitchen
and Corn Casserole
dish and nutritious — small
uncovered 10 minutes longer. The bride was lovely in her
appointed Mrs. Jack Bailey,
wonder casserole recipes are 1 pound pork sausage
NEW YORK (UPI)—No
6 servings.
wedding dress of white chiffon, in demand.
Mrs. John Irvan, and Mrs. Don2 tablespoons flour
non-stick
5**
finishes
shcrt
are
in
style,
bei
fashioned A-line
ald Jones to serve on the nomA combination of many in- 1 cup milk
applied to the outside of kitchen
length style. The long sleeves
inating committee.
Eire in the Coconut Grove, were trimmed in lace. Her cir- gredienta, most casseroles 14 teaspoon salt
cookware. In the trade, this A social hour was held with
a Boston night club, killed 491 cular veil of nylon net was are dependent upon the meat 1'4 cup chopped green pepper inside-outside
application
is refreshments being served from
persons Nov. 28, 1942.
called "hardbase" and it repre- a table overlaid with a blue
trimmed in lace and attached they contain for primary ap- 1 cup cracker crumbs
I
can
•• •
(17 ounces) whole
gents one more step toward an cloth and centered with an arto a crown of pearls and Au- pal. Any number of cUts re
kernel, corn, drained .
suitable. Greund or boneless
easier time,fpr Mom.
rora borealis.
rangement of spring flowers.
Total casualties in World War
Her flowers were a nosegay beef, pork sausage, diced 1 tablespoon butter or
Manufacturers say the coatHostesses were Miss Louise
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller and Murray
I for both sides were 37,508,686,
ham
margarine,
and
melted
processed
mums
pisk
with
roses
ing is tough,comes in colors, and Lamb, Miss Madelyn Lamb,
meats
of white
Mayor Holmes Ellis are shown signing the proclamation
including 8.5 million killed.
desuch
as
dried
jewelry
beef or frankIn the center. Her only
Divide sausage in,6 equal may be applied to a variety of Mrs. James M. Lassiter, Mrs.
claring the week of April 5-11 as National FHA Week. Pict'
are popular sources portions and shape into pat- materials—such as glass":ceramics, Salvatore Matarazzo, Mrs. Ralph
was a single strand of pearls. furter*
ured, left to right, are Susan Half, Murray High Scheel,
Miss Celia Larson of Murray, of flavor and protein.
ties. ,Lightly brown in frying- aluminum, and cast iron. It McCuiston, and Mrs. Ace McJudge Miller, Mayor Ellis, Beverly Rogers, Calloway County
sister of the groom, was the
Meat expert Reba Staggs pan. Remove sausage. Pour boasts heat resistance to 800 Reynolds.
High School, and Karon Alexander, University Scheel.
maid of honor. She wore a of the National Live Stock off ,drippings and return
2 degrees.
blue linen dress in A-line style and Meat Board recommends tablespoonfuls to frying
-pan.
trimmed in lace. Her flowers these tasty casseroles for Stjr flour into
drippings. Add
daisies.
nosegay
pink
of
a
were
-•
bring - - diah socializing or milk and salt_and coOk, stirBill Hart of Murray served at-home dining. Their appeal ring constantly, until
the
as best man for Sgt. Larson.
is varied since included are mixture is thickened. Add
Mrs. Ronne, mother of the a ground
beetnoodle casse- green pepper. Arrangc 1/2 cup
bride, chose .to wear a blue role with
a tapping of cracker crumbs in a areaaed
knit dress with matching acces- crunchy
peanuts-and a pork casserole. Add corn. Place
sories. The groom's mother was
sausage and corn combo. sausage patties on corn and
eari -14.11naltie
.4"tai attired in a blue knit frock Why not try
pour white sauce over ill.
both!
C .
with brown accessories. Their
Mix remaining cracker
tV.
corsages were of white carnaNutty Noodle Casserole
crumbs and meltert- hutter or
tions.
margarine and sprinkle 611
1
pounds ground beef
Reception
The warm greeting of
top of mixture. Bake in a
% cup chapped onion
following
the
Immediately
your Welcome Wagon
moderate oven (350. F.) 40
1 tablespoon lard or
ceremony the reception w a
hostess with "The Most
minutes. 4 servings.
drippings
held is the church lounge.
Oa a
Famous Basket in the
1 can condensed 1 ream- of
Mrs. Anna Brady and Mrs.
Sheet of 47
World" will introduce
Merry Lyons, sisters of t h e
mushroom soup
PERSONALS
I cup milk
bride, served the cake. Mrs. Diyou to our community
Full Color
Alvin Hale of Dexter !butt
2 cups narrow egg noodles
ane Ronne and Mrs. Eldora
and start you on the
One
has
been
sister
sister-in-law
and
disTrussed
'Friel:set,
2 ounces Cheddar cheese,
from
way toward new and
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
of the bride respectively, preshredded •
.
lasting friendships.
.
sided at the punch bowl.
16 stuffed green olives,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos M Steele
After the reception the briIf you are new in town.
halved, if desired
WITH EACH $1.00
and children. Carol J•N,in and,
dal couple left for a wedding
I teaspoon salt
call
PURCHASE
David M., and a friend Lady
trip to Little Rock, Ark., with
Hamilton, of Monkey's Eyebrow
OF REXAll PRODUCTS
the bride wearing a navy blue • !„ teaspoon pepper
1 4 (up (1 ounce) chopped were the Easter weekend guilts
two piece suit.
Handy for marking, VALUE
of Mrs. Steele's mother, Mrs.
The bnde attended Onarga
salted peanuts
household use,
LillianT.
Hicks,
and
Ill.,
Onarga,
and
School,
they 696,
High
Si lust FUN'
'Brown ground beef and Gerald H.
Steele,
sea
ior at *sr
graduated from Murray High onions in lard or drippings,
School in 1967. She attended Pour off drippings. Stir milk ray State University, at tjeir
home
on
North
7th
Street They
Murray State ,University.
into 40UP to blend. Cook also celebrated the birthday
Phone 753-2378
at
Sgt. Larson is a 1967 grad- noodle: a/ rording to pin
kasre
Mrs.
Steele
which
was on Ionuate of Murray High Schoo.
i rt.( t i'ins. Combine beef, day.

National FHA

O1ge
0
40
/1#
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Puerto Ri
Problems

I

Dr.Samuel Dodson
At Luncheon Meet Of Alpha Department

Miss Linda Anne Childs And Joe Hight
Overby Are Married In Ceremony

•••
Roll Ground Beef
In Cabbage Leaves
For Fresh Appeal

Dr. Robertshaw Is
Guest Speaker For
Zeta Department

Sgt. John Larson At Lutheran Church
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1

(EDITOR'S NOTE:
rioting in early Marc
one coed was killed
police were orderee
University of Puez
suburban San Juai
focused the attentioc
land America on
Caribbean commonw
ten regarded as jus
Latin American neat
a source of cheap
labor, Puerto Rico
debating the questk
future, Shall I cling
favored status as
commonwealth, shall
for total independence
It try to become the
of the union? These
can get you an
argument anywhere
Island. Veteran UPI
dent Margaret Byrn&
look at Puerto Rico a.
the 1970.)

By MARGARET I

SAN JUAN, P.R.
What currency do
here?" asks the Am
tourist. And sometios
six words he epitoi
pathos of his Caribb
fated to live in tl
States' shadow.
The 3,400-square n
monwealth of Pum
•Sofnething uniquely t
state and a territor
United States, would,
an independent tall
among the wealthies
cent in the world w
capita income of $1.2
television sets, refr
superhighways and st
eta. Its 2,7 million p
longer than mainlan
cans on the average
just as literate.
Yet in the last 2'
almost $25 million da
been done by terrorisi
bent on
driving
business off the island
ists have warned titht.
labor demands are jeo
industrial growth; tow
dials fear the sullen a
waiters and taxi drl.
turn away visitors, ai

Economical Meaty Casseroles Fill Need For

Nutritious At-Home or Carry-Along ,Dinners
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Plus
Coupon Specials
Star Values & Bonus Buys
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Puerto Rico Will Have Many
Problems In The Next Decade
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY - APRIL 2, 1970

*Mt movement, which openly
Townspeople are invited to atlipproves if it does not plot
tend all the events of the campterrorist bombings, is led by
us symposium. Money to finJuan Mari Bras, a loquacious
ance the 1..'srities of Earth Day
lawyer. The two constitutional
Is being raised by the returi
parties- the Puerto Rican Indeof deposit bottles to area stores.
pendence party and the Puerto
every 270 persons is a heroin Rican Union party-are headed
A growing pile of trash and of Wilson Rall along 15th London on a bite
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Student
by professors at the University debris has been located in a Street will be removed April 22
addict.
YORK (UPI)
NEW
rioting in early March in which
Puerto Ricans are not a of Puerto Rico.
prominent spot os the Murray and the site will be sown with A bicycle is the way to see
one coed was killed and armed happy people.
Even if these groups could State University campus to dra- grass and planted with flowers London, says the British Tourpolice were ordered onto the
unite and absorb all the other matize an environmental crisis to symbolize an awareness of ist Authority, which points out
UnemploymentIs High
University of Puerto Rico's
The unemployment level is rarities of separatist sentiment and to lead up to Earth Day the need for a cleaner and heal- that it avoids traffic and parking
suburban San Juan campus officially 12 per cent
thier world.
and they probably would not consti- activities April 22.
problems, is fine exercise, and
focused the attention of main- unofficially more like
Encircled by a fire fence, the Two sophomore students at it's cheap. Bikes can be
tute more than 10 per cent of
30.
rented
land America on its tiny
White American investment the population. Their numbers heap becomes larger each time Murray State - Preston Ber at $3 to $5 for the first week
Caribbean commonwealth. Of- comes in at a rate
crews
man
return
are
clean
of
from
up
apparently
Chicago
growing,
and Steve Dom- and a little less for the second,
but not
of $400
ten regarded as just a sunny million a year, Puerto
Rican so east as those advocating trips along the roadways in the broski of Manasquan, N. .7. •- with a $12 deposit. (Write the
Latin American vacationland or savings have
Murray
area.
are
The first cleanup
serving as co-chairmen of British Cycling Bureau,
begun leaving for statehood.
Greater
a source of cheap immigrant high-interest Canadian
banks at Ironically, what no Puerto day was Sunday, March 22, and the drive. Three faculty mem- London
House, Hampstead
labor, Puerto Rico is again almost as impressiv
others are planned until April bers of the biology department
Rican
politician
does
admit
is
e a speed.
Row, London, NW. I).
debating the question of its
- Dr Dardy Hassell, Dr. Duke
Since "Operation Bootstrap" that Puerto Rico's status may 22.
•• *
Designed
future. Shall I cling to its taz- started in 1947 some
attention
to
to
draw
Wilder
very
and
Jack
Keene
well
not be up to Puerto
are
1,600
Philippiae
homes
the
mounting
favored status as a federal industries have establishe
problems
creatlending
Rico
assistance
as advisors.
at all, While individual
d in
ed by air and water pollution, Two three-hour "teach-in" lack electricity
commonwealth, shall it drive Puerto Rico, but few
of them U.S. congressmen have assured mineral destructio
for total independence, or shall are In the hands
n, wildlife sessions are planned for April
MANILA (UPI)-Only 20 per
of Puerto Puerto Rico it can be a state or extinction, and
the population 22, followed by an evening pro- cent of Philippine houses have
It try to become the 51st state Ricans.
an independent nation whenever
explosion, the
gram. One of the speakers dun electric power although there
of the union? These questions
The real drama of Puerto It wants, both propositions students, faculty campaign by
and staff at Mg the evening will be Dr. Rog- are mere than 200 licensed
can get you an explosive Rico is being played
out in its would likely Med lord going if Murray State is part of a nat- er W. Barbour
of the zoology power companies,- —
argument anywhere on the crippled legislature
eccrig to
and in the they were settsly Introduced
department at the University of the Philippine Electric Plant
island. Veteran UPI correspon- governor's mansion, occupied to the U.S. Coogreso. And the ionwide effort.
The
mound
trash
of
front
in
Kentucky.
dent Margaret Hyman takes a by a man who does not believe U.S. Congress alone is empowOwners Association.
look at Puerto Rico as it enters In the form of governmen
t he ered to change Puerto Rico's
the 1970.)
status.
administers.
Promoter Of Statehood4
Peanuts.
A We-long promoter of U.S.
The projected gross ineome
PLAN( TS
statehood for Puerto Rico, Gov, for Alabama farms
By MARGARET HYMAN
in the year
5NOOPL?, I
SEE IF OE HAVE ANY NEW
Luis A. Ferre sought the
2000 is $3 billion.
5PECIAL
A
HAVE
PLAYERS
governors
bar
hip
the
TRYING OUT FOR THE
third
time
SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI)JOB FOR ti'00
TEAM— IF WE DO, GIVE THEM
A party of German settlers
What currency do you use In 1968 with a promise that he
would not press for a new founded the city
A LITTLE COACHING
here?" asks the American
of Anaheim,
tourist. And somehow in those relationship with the United Calif., in 1857 during an experiment in communal living.
six words he epitomizes the States.
From the moment he took
pathos of his Caribbean island
fated to live in the United office, however, Ferre began to
/•
_
campaign for statehood. This
States' shadow.
The 3,400-square mile Com- about !ace- Ferre's detractors
monwealth of Puerto Rico, call it a double cross- set in
-63ftiething uniquely between a motiOn a polarization of Pueit".5
0. 4-2
state and a territory of the Rican life that is returning the
United States, would, if it were island to the paralyzing standan independent nation, rank off under which it stagnated
among the wealthiest 10 per until Luis MllriOZ Mann buried
cent in the world with a per the status question 30 years ago
capita income of $1,250. It has to concentrate on economic and
television sets, refrigerators, social ills.
(PHOOEY-- I BOUGHT A )-EA'A
Munoz's Popular Democratic
superhighways and supermarkNEW KITE AND THERE'S
ets. Its 2.7 million people live Party (PDP), roughly aligned
NO WIND TODAY,
longer than mainland Ameri- with the mainland Democratic
cans on the average and are party, is enervated by internal
wrangling after 28 straight
just as literate.
Yet in the last 21 -. years, years in power.
The PDP has reacted to its
almost $25 million damage has
been done by terrorist bombers first political defeat by staging,
bent on driving American om the Senate which it still
KOPECHNE PitOlk — Judge
Wilfred J. Paquet (above)
business off the island; econom- • I trots, a variety of florid
cal ploys designed to
was named to supervise the
ists have warned that wanton
credit Ferre and hiw New
labor demands are jeopardizing
grand jury mvestigation into
Industrial growth; tourism offi- rogressive Party (NPP), the death of Mary Jo Koich is akin to the mainland
cials fear the sullen attitude of
pechne in Sen. Edward M.
waiters and taxi drivers will epublican party.
Kennedy's .car last summer.
turn away visitors, and one of Openly Approves Bombings
It opens—again—in EdgarThe extremist prckodepentown, Mass . April 6

MSU Students Collect Trash
To Dramatize "Earth Day"

HIJACKER AND PILOT—A hijacker keeps watch on Japan
Airlines pilot Capt. Shinji Ishida (front) during refueling
stop at Fukuoka, Japan, after 15 radical students took
over
in mid-air and demanded to be flown to North Korea.
Communist anti-aircraft guns opened-tire onThe
jet when it
flew over North Korea The plane turned back and
landed in
Seoul, South Korea.
(Radiophoto)

by Charles M. Schulz

by Ernie Bushmiller
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APPLIANCE SALE
3 DAYS ONLY
Friday, Saturday & Monday

$999

ALLURA ELECTRIC
CURLER KIT

HI-DOME SKILLET
TEFLON II

Model A16

Model FPC-1

A compact but highly efficient unit with 16 curlers-6 large,
6 intermediate and 4 petite, all heated simultaneously. A thermostatic control prevents over heating and a tell-tale signal on
each curler indicates its readiness for application., Complete
with line cord switch and convenient drawer for setting clips.

SAVE AS MUCH AS

75%

You can fry a couple of eggs and a rasher
of bacon—or cook
a rolled roast in this versatile unit. The "hi
-domed" cover has
an adjustable vent and the pan is lined with
Teflon II that eliminates sticking of food but can resist scratchi
ng with metal
tools.
^

This versatile skilletcomes in Avocado, Harvest
Gold or Poppy
with smart black buffet handles and base.
-

$541

Limit One Of Each Item
Per Customer

3 SPEED HAND
MIXER
Model HMP-3

$4"

3 TO 9 CUP
COFFEE MAKER
Model CPC-9

A flick of the convenient switch located within "thumbs reach"
permits you to select a suitable speed for any job—mixing,
stirring or whipping. Automatic ejector button pops out the
Nylon beaters. Heel real Wall hanger. Wide color selection.

Handsomely styled in the popular
Avocado, Harvest Gold or
Poppy with black base and
lid—today's smartest color combination. Brews delicious coffee in
any quantity from 3 to 9
cups
—and keeps it piping hot.
Easily cleaned spout that
blends into the graceful body and
the
convenient pistol grip handle give
this unit a handsome, modern, streamlined appearance.

MURRAY HOME

NORTIISIDE SHOPPING CENTER

,

MURRAY KY.

AUTO

PHONE 153-2511
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and "Tai Pan," became a versatile as the Australian-torn Let the nue thine is
motion picture direclor by the w r iter-producer-director-oovee
TOKYO (UPI)—The Coto
most difficult meansssible.
list. For some offbeat reason he
chooses to call attention to his Optical Research Institute of
"I became a writer so I could artistry
Tokyo has developed an instruas a poet.
become a producer," he said
ment which it claims will collect
Sells Poem and Quits
the other day. "Once I became
"I sold one poem to I sunshine Oil a budding roof and
a producer I was able to hire newspaper in Seattle, and quil deliver it into sunless rooms.
myself as a director.
The device consists of a series
while I was ahead," the red.
"So far as I know, it was the haired Englishman said. "I was of concave and convex mirrors
only way possible for me to paid $25 cash."
By VERNON SCOTT
which transmit sunlight by re.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent become a director, which is
Despite his Australian birth, flee non. If additional tests are
what I've really always wanted Clavell makes it clear he Is the successful, the sunshine
machine
(UPI)— James to do."
son of an English naval offices will be placed on the market in
Qua, salbox of "King Rat" Few men in the arts are as and the end product of a legioo 1971, the institute said.
* * *
of sea-going British officers and
civilian mariners going back to
Answer to Yesterday s FLzzle
ancient sailing vessels.
Record roster
OROU ONOM 00M
ACROSS
5 Be mistaken
He moved to Hollywood in
RUM 0203 030
OSLO, Norway,((WI)— The
6-Paid notice
P0MgMA
best
the
MOO
offered
AO
because
it
1953
1 Equality
7-Evergreen tree
number
of students enrolled at
ijuMMODO
4 Tranquillny
film
become
a
opportunity to
8-Man's name
9•Cower
3021A0UAU 30
Oslo University at the beginning
director.
9-Failings
12Mature
WHIM MOO OMM
13-Command
10 Anger
This fall he will release his of 1969 was 15,507, the highest
DA PAM 700 MO
14 hand
11 A state (abbr
mode,"A Last Valley," since the university was founded
411U0
newest
UP=
15-Physic ian
16 Cravat
LIOUBMEEDO
MEI
17-Scatter
story
set in the 17th century in 1811.
a
18 Strict
19-Goddess of
RMAAN mom
The students included 10,388
and starring Michael Caine and
20 Moiety
healing
ORODMIR
omm
Da
men, 5,119 females and 362
21 Ship of the
0-Data
Omar Shull.
2140
ORRIN
0033
21-Gee
21-Grve up
desert
Though Clavell —a boiste• foreigners. A total of40 nations
U10.2 Q11U0 003111
23-Prohibit
22-Choice part
24-Lampreys
humorous man— chooses were represented by the student*
rously
23 Storage
32 Man's nickname 43 Nourishment
from abroad, with the pvatest
27-Beverage
compartment
think
of himself primarily
to
44
letter
Greek
Escept
35
that
28-Succor
number, 65, corning from the
25-Clayey earth
29-MalolouS
36 Metal fastener 45 Dine
novels
director,
his
is
it
a
burning
26-Breaks
37-Chief artery
46 Edible seed
brought him the United States.
have
which
30 Note of stallsuddenly
47 Conic's high
(17•11
31-Possess
most acclaim.
28-Reverence
note
39-Enthusiasm
32 Transgress
29-River island
40-Sailor (colloct 1 48 Tear
"Tal Pan" Canceled
33 Babylonian deity 31 Mon: unusual
down
Danish
42
island
51 Prefix
"Tal Pan" was scheduled to
34 Musical study
be filmed at M-C.M tat was
36-Stroke
4 3 6
2 3
7
• 10 11
37-Snake
canceled after Clavell had
38-Grant use of
12
14
13
written the screenplay.
39-Goel
"I have no fear that it will be
is
7
6
40-Hurt
made into a movie someday,"
41-Bmorne aware of
B
20
43-Distant
he said, "because it is a
44-Looked intently
crackerjack story. It is a love
24
23
23
46-Baggage carrier
story see against Hong Kong
49-Possesses
27
211
29
and the Orient."
50-Cowboy
competition
"A screenplay is technically
30
33
3
32
52 Mohammedan
easier to write than a novel,"
name
37
he said. "You know in advance
53-Possessive
isronoun
that ft's going to be between
31
54 Mountain
100 and 150 pagefy"
nymph
•:•:
55-Weaken
eine& concluded that no
11•15i 5.51*
Al•
• oda a navel ...Witia_the
"CONN
"PM
notion that it will be made into
•
51
q2
1-Cushion
a movie.
2-Tine gone by
SI
33
"Both woidd be unsuccessful
53
3-Ebb
if you try."
44orkgent
Distr. by UMW Posture Syndicate.

James Clavell
GotDirector
The Hard Way
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SOCIA
SECURI
Questions

A series of actioi
the Social Security
tion since last Thus
sured the continued
of social security
spite disruptions torn
Robert M. Ball, Coins
Social Security, said
arrangements for the
mail among social s4
trict offices and payrn
in areas affected tr,
strike has kept delay
processing to a minis
As an example, he
angements were mad
for the 32 social se
tr1ct offices in metre(
York City to have thel
to the social securil
center in New York t
by truck to social sec
quarters in Baltimore
headquarters to the m
district offices was he
return trip.
With social secur
regional COMMISSIOLIE
the country and a he
task force working U
weekend, the agency Si
keep work flowing will
um of delay so that s
unity and Medicare bet
would not be kept w
their payments.
Commissioner Ball
tingency plans have be
out with the Treasur

aou.rwoon
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THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
ge :RI News; *Ma: Spts. News. Wler : Soorts News WM.; sports
0.
311f Cavidift be Done Family Affair
Pat Paulsen
=Zan So Owe The Jim Maas nourThat Girl
JOrt Sleben Wow Reeritched
m
:1111 lr,putIe
Movie:
This is Tom Jones
:311 Drawee TM
"Fete Is Itie
This Is Torn /ones
Hunter"
Crossfire
Movie
Crcosfire
10 Ii
n.
er..r==emirs. iiroGirriifi,,S0;.:.
rtraii...51:10r111
Movseh
The
SC:
"Th P"''' a;Irt:g =
ndtloWs Navy"
"
••p- :111 TM Untouchables
Merle
:1111 The Uslosactsseams
The pick Caven Shoo
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The Di* Caren Mum
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9 31g:
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oveThat Girl
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When Me Heart is
The Best of Sworn,
1
:30 Who. What: News Merch for tomorrow
A World Apart
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OASCAN

ME.

SI
HOY/ TO-TREAY TH
IN JUST 24 HOURS
KIDNEY DANGER

If not pleased.'your 411c
drug counter. Getting up
or BACKACHE asap war
Hemel kidney disorders Ahead.' Help nature with
KET3 diuretic. NOW al
noose)

HOLLAND DIU
Metal can with spout

Deluxe Hedge
Shears
Tubular steel
handles, rubbeL
3.67
grips. 45.120.7

20-102

Notched serrated blades
Wood handle
es-120-3

Ideal for clean-up. Rigid
steel tines for cultivating-

11
/
2-gal. Plastic Can.
714

20-100

45-114-5
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By LEON DANIEL
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YOUR OTASCO MAN SAYS: LOOK AT THESE BIG

3 DAYS ONLY!

Expo 70 Has
System For
Lost Child
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CAMBODIA 11431M1

%
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,Joninveist

OTASCO

110 Assoftwr World
tecret Mown
CAPOltral MosOoll•I
:30 aright Praying.,
ow Reim al Mehl Onri
Lite to APPIr
To Tell the Truth Dome,
USMC
0•01
Monson
:311 Lest ht Mate
lsiand
Beverlr HIllbillies
:111 Last in Specs
Mew le•
I
Love
Lucy
30 IS*. Amen South
"cepa sesanppii
Reel McCoy
:1111 lens Avenue South
merle
News
:31 Huntley-Brickley
CBS Evening News Dick Van Dyke Show
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
00 News: WIler 1 Ws News.
Spats News; *Mr.; Sports
:311 Silence Special
Musical Special
The Firing Net,
011 The Unemeolcsil
Cloulerolia
The Brady Sundt
:30 name of Me Game
Musical Isiscisl
The Ghost and fArs.Muit
:00 Nem* of Ihe Game Movie:
twee corns the brides
:30 Warne Of the Game "Sombrony"
Here Came nie Brides
,
:10 Nasky** Music
Movie
Low. American 'Style
:311 Del Reeves
Moho
Love. American Style
:IS News Wirw.: Eels. News; weir Sports
News Wthr Saints
Al The TimmieM $haw Perry Masao
Movie;
:IS The Tonieht Show Parry Mason
"The Raiders"
311 The Tonight Show Pomp Masse
Movie
:0 The theisuchalkies Peery Masan
The Dick Caren Show
:30 The Unleuchobles Mavis:
The Dick Caren Mee
:Of
"Tension at Table
Dick Caren Show
31
Rock"

You Are Invited To
Our "Open House"
Honoring the Murray State University
Basketball Team and Coach Cal
Luther.
Coach Luther and the Basketball
Team will be at our office
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday, April 3, 1970
Bring your children after school to obtain autographs teem team players.
There will be a FREE DRAWING for a basketball
autographed Ily C•ach Luther and Team Players.

Refreshments for Everyone!

OSAKA, Japan (IJPI)-- When
you are five
'
,Bars old and lost
at the fair it is pardonable to
lose control of your lower lip,
glied a few tears or even have
yourself a bawl.
But there was just so much
to look at in Expo4and, the ride
area of Expo 70, that Tura
Mitura
realize he was
lost last Friday until a pretty
girl from the Lost Children
Center spotted him and raised
the question—to a computer.
When Tura, a thoughtful
young man, looked around and
didn't see his father or mother
in the crowds suing around
him, he agreed that he was
Indeed lost.
So the nice girl in the green
uniform who roves the grounds
in search of lost children took
Tura to the Lost Children
Center, where he was given a
lime-flavored lollipop and some
toys to take his mind off his
problem.
Wears Tag On Jacket
Meanwhile, the girls at the
center noted the number on a
tag Tura wore on his jacket
and fed it and his description
into a computer.
Then the computer recorded
the information and began
searching 20 information booths
on the grounds for Tura's
parents.
In about an hour Tura was
taken to a television-telephone
in the center which be used to
look at and talk with his
mother. She looked a little
worried until Tura spoke to her.
Then the screen showed Tura's
mother smile with relief.
A few minutes later Tura and
his parents were reunited.
Officials predict that by jse
end of the fan's first week
almost 3,000 persons will have
been lost and found. But what
the officials at the Los Children
Center hadn't counted on was
that most of the lost people so
bar have turned out to be adults
and not children.
Adults Outnumber Children
At
midweek lost adults
outnumbered lost children 1,156
to 355.
Parents are grateful to the
center for finding their children
and there area lot of "thank
yous" and bowing when the
successful link-up is accomplished.
But mothers seem to always
ask the inevitable imestion,
which is "Where in the world
have you been?"
• Tura, still, dry-eyed, handled
that one with aplomb.
"Playing," he said.
AiZi-(77—iia—
wa;., best
known song, Wan composed in
18811» Queen Laiuokidani.

MURRAY BRANCH
NOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS it LOAN ASSN.
304 E. Main
Murray, Ky.
Ph 753 ittil
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Sear)

MOTE
S. A

1233

2- tubing tags
76" overall

Sale Price
All units have room-con
with Tub & Shower, Rath
• Fresh water Swimmi

Roby Swine
No-tilt. Attaches
to gym. 65-416-3

• Shuffleboard Cr

Top bor.
• 14-Ft. Overall
Skooter.
• 2-Soot Sky
Swings.
2 Non-Tilt
4-p055on9er
• Roomy
Lawn Glider. Swing
Trapez•.
Angle
• 7-Ft. Safety
Platform Slide.

568

Dure-Kool Seat
with chain & bearings. Attaches to
1.77
gym. 65-411

• Ocean-v
tweak top bar
• 13-ft- 6-.n
legs
7-ft 3-in. overall
Lawn Glider
-p
• 2assenger
0
Shooter.
• 22.5.01 Sky
swings ond 6• 2 non-till
,
stew
slide.
curve
double

(DAYTON

20-103-'

All 3 just minutes
Shops, Restaurants.

•

SUPER VALUE!
Reg.
184
.

Alive

Transfer gas from car
to mower the easy
way. Drain water or
transfer other liquids.

For information
Daytona Beach, F
Please send color
ID Sea Dip

TWO STOVE

WORMS

BURNER
or 2-MANTLE

Nam
L

LANTERN

City

Your
Choico
The popular pair for all

teLP
.m,P
t

sportsmen. 59-120-5

62-640-' -9

10'x7'10"

MBASSADEUR
EI:2331:1 A
5000
REEL

DELUXE CAMPING COMFORT

NEW! FAMILY SIZE

CABIN TENT
#997

Spacial

Sale
Price

2397
Limit I
USE OUR EASY
CREEnT OR
El ANY AMt PI CARD
_

,iplete with case. reel tool, lube
,pare parts kit. 62-126-r
16.99

111 1111 300 Rot. 1.2-iei.e

100-'1

Bel -Air Shopping Center
Open 9-6 Mon.- Sat.
Closed Sundays
753-8391

Easy set up with outside
frame, nylon screened wit'
dows and door provide good
ventilation..Sweep-out door
sill for better hqusekeeping.
5

71Impeft. UMBREU.A
TB
Sewed-in floor
zippered closure 29.97

9463-5

"MY BUDDY"
2-TRAY
Sol.
Price

TACKLE BOX

244

PARK

ScarnIrss metal •

"My Buddy" 1 -Tray
lox. 52 ROO I
1.57
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meat and the post office for the
ter
earnings
well
in
hand, the
distribution of social security
firm said, and stocks should
checks at local post offices in
begin
reflecting optimism about
any areas where mall delivery
their prospects for later on.
has not been resumed by Friday,
Apyfi 3.
--The market's massive basing
The third of the month Is the
Questions and
action
of
the
past nine months
regular date tor delivery of mon.
Answers
now has "two legs upon which
thly checks to the 25/
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
1
2million
to
A series of actions taken by men, women,
staid," according to Gould's
ranks of "go-go" performance
and children now
the Social Security Administra- on social security benefit
stocks have been drastically Position. The July crash scare,
rolls.
when the Dow broke 800, is one
tion since last Thursday has as- The checks scheduled for
deBOWLING GREEN, Ky. - thinned in the 1969-70 bear Leg, and
sured the continued processing livery April 3, Ball said
will be The 1970 Summer Session at market. Hoppin Bros. IL Co. other, the postal strike is the
of social security claims de- the first regular checks to
inclu- Western Kentucky University observes. The thesis of perfor- bottomingparalleling the major
spite disruptions in mail service. de the 15 percent increase
operation of 1962,
in will begin with registration on mance-stock investing has nev- when
Robert M. Ball,Commissioner of benefits, signed into
there was a crash scare
law by Pr- Monday, June 15, and will close er really been abandoned, "bat In
May and the Cuban crisis in
Social Security, said today that esident Nixon late last year.
has been subjected to some
Friday, July 31.
October. "The greater time lag
arrangements for the relaying of
significant
changes."
The increase in benefits totals
The
prePresident
Western
Dero G.
between the- two most traumamail among social security dia. $345 million, raising the moodily
Downing said the revision in sent value of future earnings tic phases
of the current
trict offices and payment centers rate to $2,525,000,000 Separate
has
come
money
costs
down
as
the cpening date is being made
bottoming exercise" adds
In areas affected by the mall checks, scheduled for delivery
as a result of the extension of have increased, and the col- breadth to
the new foundation
strike has kept delays in claims to beneficiaries April 22, will the present school term for lapse of conglomerates and
processing to a minimum,
cover the amount of the increase most of the elementary and sec- Imposition of more conservativa which is developing, the firm
As an example, he said, arr- for the months of January and ondary schools throughout Ken rules for determining per share said.
UNDER-CONTROLLED-Transangements were made last week February - a total of an addit- tucky.
earnings has given rise to a
portation Secretary John
for the 32 social security dis- ional $700 million. The social
Large numbers of teachers as wave of skepticism regarding Dutch newspaper
Volpe tells a group of Wa,htrict offices in metropolitan New security commissioner express- well as graduating high school the subject of reporting practi- ads in comeback
mgton newsmen the air conYork City to have their mall sent ed hope that full mail service seniors would have been unable ces, the firm said.
trollers sick-out "will not be
TRECHT,
Holland
(1.1
131)
to the social security payment will be restored all over the to enroll at Western as planned
--allowed to go on indefiniteDutch
center in New York for delivery country by the scheduled dens- if the opening date for the sumShearson, Hamill & Co. sees hack newspapers bare conic ly." What to do he didn't say.
strongly
from a setback
by truck to social security hob ely di* He gave
mer arm had remained June evidence of an "important _rititt•d
by the -advent--of adverquarters In Baltimore. Mallfrom change in psychology" in the
Oki if it is not, ether I.County on wheels
headquarters to the metropolitan erreneateets will be madeto get
Western summer classes will market's upward surge after tising -on the national televibion
sad
radio.
The
newspaper
s'
ad
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-By
district offices was handled on a checks to the one out of eight hold the first meetings on the
big
banks' announced
income, which dropped 0.8 per 1980, the Department
return trip.
of Vehspeople in the country who depend Tuesday, June 18, and will lowering of the prime rate.
With social security's eight upon their social security benefit schedule Saturday sessions on Investors appear to have the cent in 1967-the only decrease des estimates, there will be 6.2
in
l0
years-showed an increase niillion motor vehicles in Los
regional commissioners around checks for their support.
June 20 and 27 and July 11 for expected depressed first quarof 13.9 per cent in 1968.
Angeles County,California.
all classes. Four- and five-hour
the country and a headquarters
courses will meet on Saturday,
task force working through the
july 18.
weekend, the agency was able to
Vain hope
Summer graduation ceremonkeel; work flowing with a minimies will be held on Friday, July
um of delay so that social secCLARENDON, Tex. (UPI)- 31.
urity and Medicare beneficiaries
The 1070-71 academic year
would not be kept waiting for The Rev. Lewis Henry Carhart
established this town in 1878 on will open on Saturday, August
their payments.
Commissioner Ball said ceo- the premise Clarendon would 22, when dormitories will oper
to receive new students. Registingeocy plans have been worked have `no whiaky forever."
Carhart hoped to found a tration and orientation will conout with the Treasury Departcommunity
of nun-drinking tinue according to published
members of the Methodist Epa. schedules through Thursday,
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNA1,5
Aulftl4.W. with
sseaArk•
••• -How TO TRLII.T.TAM.
But nine years later the rig- lag on Friday, August 28. IN JUST 24 HOURS,
The earlier opening of the
road built south of Carhart's
If not pierseed,&ar 441: hack
at au,
new academic year was appose
druil couster.
tint up nights, leg town and a new town
of the ed by the Board of Regents sow
;roost kidney &disc.,'" warn si I ; same name sprang up along the *sal
months ago so as to end
Ahead." Help nature with trestle
DU- tracks.
Carhart's hopes for a the fall semester before the
KETS diuretic. NOW at
(dealer's
num•).
"dry paradise" soon disappeared.
Christmas holidays. The second
HOLLAND DRUG
semester next year will begin
with registration on Wednes
day, January 13.

SOCIAL
SECURITY

Wall Street
Chatter

WESTERN ALTERS
START OF SUMMER
SESSION, JUNE 15
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Russell B.Roth To Deliver
Keynote Address,KMA Meet
-P

Russell B. Roth, M. D., speak- veston and D Robert Howard, *er of the House of Delegates of M. D., project director, Physe
the American Medical Associa- cian's Assistant Program, Duke ti
tion, will deliver the keynote University School of Medicine, ".
address at the opening session Durham, N. C.
The meeting will close Thursof the 20th Annual Interim
Meeting of the Kentucky Medi- day with a luncheon and an
cal Association, held April 8-9 address by Mr. J. Ed McConsell,
at Kentucky Darn Village State Louisville, president, Kentucky
Park, Gilbertsville, according Physicians Mutual, Inc. and
to Walter L. Cawood, M. D, Blue Cross Hospital Plan, Inc.
Other activities planned durAshland, KMA president and
ing the two-day session include
program chairman.
Two panel discussions will an Orientation Program for new
highlight the Thursday, April members and a meeting of the
9, session. Participants on the Woman's Auxiliary to KMA, as
"Peer Review" panel include well as a meeting of the KMA
John W. Koon, executive secre- Board of Trustees.
tary of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation; Marvin A. Frog leg study
Bowers, M. D., Louisville and
LEEDS, England (UPI)Vincent J. Santare, M. D., Min
Leeds University zoolciOts harm:
Ind.
Discussing the "Physician's received a $12,000.grant for in- •
Assistant" will be two national- tricate electrical machinery with
ly prominent guest speakers, which to study the muscle moveRobert W. Ewer, M. D., pro- ments of a South American
gram director of the Clinical frog's legs. The zoologists said
Associate Program, University the study may help them imof Texas Medical Branch, Gal- prove artificial limbs for humans.

[OTASCO
PER GLASS-8E1TE

DAYTONA BEACH DUO

Se.a
MOTEL

MANILA (UPI)-Officials of
the Philippine Bureau of Prisons
are encouraging inmates with
theatrical inclinations to participate in a weekly show on a
government radio station 111
Manila. The show is devoted
exclusively to convicts, male or
female, who can sing, play a
musical instrument or orate.

BEACH MOTEL

1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE.

'Si"? S

LYESTER CORD

Theatrical therapy

No4

-

BRUNSWICK

SUPER PREMIUM*

ATLANTIC AVE

Compare These Features:
••'-•••
Manx
,
an

e

•

DOUBLE FIBERGLASS BELT

f fr
4t .
.4

holds tread rigid for full road contact at all
times. Flat footprint provides superior tract
bon and greater stability.

.

106 Units. . offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficiencies and Bedroom Apartments,
all attractively decorated and providing elegant comfort

* *

All units have room-controlled Air-Conditioning and Heat, Tile Bathrooms
with Tub & Shower, Radio,.HiFi Music, TV, Room Phones, Private Balconies.
• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shuffleboard Courts
• Ocean-view Dining Rooms, featuring superb food
mii \.1)
\\:l) F()It
\1 I \IIIt

POLYESTER CORD BEAD
TO BEAD flexes easily, runs cooler, provides a smooth, no-thump ride

* * * *
UP TO DOUBLE MILEAGE

liver and4MOTEL

of most popular 4-ply nylon cord tires!
Smooth-riding polyester cord fused to double
fiberglass belt produces a tough, durable
carcass that offers.tremendoui bonus in mileage and gas economy!

813 SILVER BEACH AVE.

DAYTONA'J BEACH, FLORIDA

M13 just minutes from Golf Courses, Theatres, Night Clubs,
Shops, Restaurants, Sporting Events, famed Florida attractions.
A CHEESY TRICK
This twopound ball of cheese encased
In dark paraffin closed the
San Fratitisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge for 40 minutes. A
maintenance foreman spot,
:
ted it in a traffic lane andthought it might be a bomb.
A bomb disposal squad from
the Presidio was called.

For Information on AU 3 Motels Send Coupon To:
Motel,
S Atlantic Ave.,
Daytona Beach, Florida
Please send color brochure and- information regarding
0 Sea Dip
0 Lido Beach
0 Silver Sands
Name__
L atY

Address
Stew

__ al

* * * *
LOW 78-SERIES PROFILE
lower, wider profile for greater stability,
especially at higher speeds. Tire tracks better, makes car steer more true. Side sway
and roll are substantially reduced.

* * * *
GRIP-SURE SHOULDERS

THE NEW CAR DEPARTMENT

more rubber and.deeper non-skid patterns
in the shoulder areas provide extra stability,
quicker steering response, greater corneriqg
power.

and

•This is our pr•rnium tire
There
no existing industry
standards for grading tires

SHOWROOM

ore

at
Sal

Parker Ford
Glenn Card

FREE MOUNTING
FREE ROTATION
Wheel Balancing
'.2
1 5

Glenn Card will be available in the Showroom
to discuss any automotive needs.

.7kukirr&ayMaKiyn.

COMPAIMEE
SIZE

7.00x 13

Will Be Open
Each Tuesday and Friday
Until 9 p.m.

PARKER FORD INC.

*

• All'
prices plus to•
end old lair

I

47.95

EXCHANGE
PIKE
30.95

51.95

34.95

2.35

NIL TAX
1.90

E78-14

7.35-14

F78-14

.7.75-14

53.95

36.95

2.55

G78-14

4.25-14

55.95

38.95

2.67

H78-14

8,55-14

57.95

40.95

2.93

J78-14

• Guaranteed °roost al rood ',crotch and defects for the
lif• of
M• original tread. If tir• foils, we will, at OUf option, repair it
hire or replace it, charging only for tire tread worn on o pro-

8.85-14

61.9S

42.95

1.88

F78-15

7.75-15

53.95

36.95

2.61

'"AI ihorit of the strichonge price plus tor.

G78-15

8.25-15

55.95

38.95

2.
- 77

H78-15

8.55-15

57.95

40.95

2.98

59.95

42.95

2.90

61.9S-

44.95

3.22

t LIFETIME GUARANTEE

• Guansested °goons, wirorttuf to the anginal purchaser

paraded
it amains on the cor on which it was originally installed. If
tread ever wiars OW under theta cOoll.tiont, we will replace it,
Charging the current ••chang• price less set dollor ollowancests tos.

e

9.00-15
178-15

9.1,5-15

Os .1

USE OM EASY
CREDI t OR

RANKAMERICARD

UST
PRICE

BEL - AIR SHOPPING CENTER

9 - 6 MON. - SAT.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

753-8391

awAndito;rxig:
TRE&SUPPAY
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Kidnap Joins
Hijack hi
Latin America

v
•,
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ec.-1441)11,'Do
MOT

By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
•e

The kidnap has Joined the
airplane hijack as a Latin
American terror weapon
,
which
against
governments
4Z,
have been helpless.
Murder is the byproduct.
Within a span of less than a
day, headlines told of the
kidnaping of a U.S. military
attache in Santo Domingo, the
Dominican Republic, the kidnaping of a Paraguayan diplomat in Buenos Aires and the
of an
hijacidng
Argentine
airliner diverted to Cuba.
pays no attention as
SOLDIERS? WAR VEHICLES? HO HUM - A South Vietnamese farmer
Hostages for the safety of the
their way back
South Vietnamese Ftangers ride armored personnel carriers near An Phu on
hijackers were 61 passengere
(Radiophoto)
from a sweep into Cambodia.
and seven crew members On
e airliner.,
es anothiw 4:knitee -Mahal
Envoys Kidnaped
wes a first offense—often not
Kidnaped were U.S. Lt,
the case et all—or just because
the court wants to give him a Donald J. Crowley in Santo
Domingo and Waldt
asui
Sancbbreak.
in
If anyone gets the break, it's ez, Paraguayan
going to be the other fellow Argentina's Corrientee Province
who dies—when the "break" wro was in Buenos Aires at
is a broken neck. And, don't personal business,.
YRANKFOILT, Iny.—GUILTYI intent of the two laws involved
Argentina refused demands
think it couldn't happen to you.
"But oat es charged," seems here have !lathing in common. It could.
for the release of two political
a
that
bottoo
far
agree
and
would
I
White
pitmitant
Of 6,667 drunks arrested by prisoners and thus became the
IMMO* gentle* by souse gen- tle of whiskey or a six-pack of state troopers during 1969, on
first Latin American nation to
cirtuck,emelt when dealing -with beer might, under certain
only 3500 were convicted of that
cumstances, be Ifni:Toper equip- offense. They lost their licenses. take a hard line against
the drunk drives-.
political kidnapings. The DomiAnd, sometimea, this whole ment for safe vehicle opera But, what about the rest?
nican Republic acceded to
business of looking for ways to tins, it is hard to understand
Seven per cent--or 456—didnamend an arresting officers how such a charge could ever 't even get their hands slapped, demands for the release of 21.
complaint against the IiPel 0°' grow out of a drunk driving the charges against them were In recent weeks of rising
terrorism, ineidents have bees
tor* threatens to stretch the offense.
filed away or dismissed. 'Moat
Unless, of course, tse -w15511 of the remainder-37 per cent reported in other Latin Ameri- tuned crachhilitY ann in Ir. chin
idea is to defeat the point ay. or 2444—are back behind the can nations, including Colombia
am we cannot span.
For instance, in a case heard stem which would have reyok. wheel after having been fined and Uruguay, Guatemala, Brain one Kentucky court, the jud- ed that driver's license, if the for some lesser offense. Drink- zil and Bolivia.
ge took a novel approach, it original charge had been an- ing beer on a public highway, Hijacldng of airplanes to
Cuba
stained, and taken him off the
weekly
has
become
nothing else.
reckless driving, drunk' in a
The motorist was convicted. road before he killed himself public place and disorderly con- affairs.
But, not of driving while in- or 'meow else.
duct were the legal escape hat- Kidnaping as a terrorist
Ceratinly, the inters land ches most often used by courts tactic is not new, What is new
• toxiested as be had been originally cherged. Instead, be was safety of the community aren't to evade bandies down a drunk Is the epidemic of kidnapings of
toned guilty of an equipment served when any drunk driver driving conviction.
diplomats to force governments
is allowed to keep his license
violation.
to release political prisoners.
yet,
the
And,
public
doesn't
The language, meaning and under the guise that he damn- seem to care. Although, they
Two-Fold Purpose
should. Nearly half of the The kidnaping of diplomats
drunks arrested on highways serves a two-fold purpose for
last year we out there right the terrorists. The first is the
now. If only 50 per cent decide release of prisoners. The
to drink and drive again this second is for publicity and the
year, and just half of that num- embarrassment it causes
ber cause one fatality each, 794 governments they oppose.
Kentuckians are going to die Officially, the United States
before the year is over.
has declared the kidnapings of
Unfortunately, there isn't Americans a matter to be
much that the individual pollee hantiled by the government
officer tan do about it Be caa Involved. As a matter of pollen
make the arrest. But citizens, It
favors the release of
themselves, are the real enfor- prisoners if no other answer
cers. Unless every citizen decan be found. It has increased
mands, loudly and emphatical- security for top diplomats and
ly, that officials in his comnilitary personnel.
munity stand 100 per cent be - But to isolate its diplomats
hind strict, letter of-the-law ena protective shield
forcement of our point system behind
be to destroy their
would
end drunk driving laws, there
Members of an
isRAELi TROOPS ItiOw LIP ARAB HOME
and it cannot provide
will never be any real safety purpose
Arab family stand atop the ruins of their home In Hebron,
blanket coverage.
on
Kentucky's
highways.
Israel, after Israeli troops blew up the dwelling. An Israeli
The U.S. staff in Brazil is
You'll just have to cross y.
and probabl:.
spokesman said demolition of three residences in the area
fingers ind hope that one of close to 300
Guatemala
had nothing to do with the Arab attack on a tourist bus
those 794 deaths this year around 100 each in
near Hebron Feb 23.
(Radiophoto)
and the Dominican Republic.
doesn't turn out to be YOU!
•

,
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Safety Commissioner Blasts
Courts for Handling of DWIs

•

C

A GIFT FOR YOU
r

Cook's recipes
should remain secret

Perfect
family

By Abigail Van Buren

1970 D

DEAR ABBY: I am a cook at a country club. A week
ago I got the flu and had to stay borne for several days. The
boss called me up and asked me for my onion ring recipe. I
told him it was my own special recipe, and the other cook
could make up HIS recipe like I made up mine. The boss
then asked, "Is it your intention to take the onion ring recipe
to your grave with you?" [You can imagine how that kind
of question hit me, being sick with the flu and all.)
Well, I never did give him my recipe. Do you think I was
COOK
wrong or not?
DEAR COOK: A professional cook is under no obligation
to give his recipes away. The other cook could have found a
recipe for onion rings in any number of cook books, even the
he may have had to look with tears in his eyes.
DEAR ABBY: For the past eight months my friends
and relatives have been playing "DEAR ABBY"-and now I H
would like the real DEAR ABBY to stand up with HER
advice.
My widowed sister remarried (a widower) and in lieu of
a gift we gave her a cocktail-dinner party. I asked her to
limit the number of guests, as we could accommodate only
30 comfortably.
Everyone accepted. The night of the party we held up
dinner half an tour waiting for a couple whoriever.didshow
lin Neither did theycall to apologize or explain later. I have
bad nothing to do with them since. Everyone tells me to
forget it, and act as tho nothing happened.
I say, "Who needs friends like that?" I even found out
they had no intentions of coming when they accepted. I
could have invited someone else. What do you think my atHOW 'BOUT THAT?
titude should be?
DEAR HOW: First I would want to be positively certain
they received my invitation. If they did, and plumb "forgot"
which is possible] I wouldn't hold it against them a lifetime.
It's hard to believe that anyone would accept an invitation—
plan NOT to come, and be so rude as to not show up or
apologise later for their absence. Something is cockeyed
here. If I were you. I'd ask THEM.
DEAR ABBY: Please save us from insanity! We recentnv nu one of those "answering devices" on our telephone

F-1

JPiJe JJJJ

atiffaltraPatallarares
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iD
Painter wields his
HOUSECLEANING IN WASHINGTON
brush on the South Portico of the White House as grin,
cleaning is in full away.

which records the "messages' left by callers when we are
not at home. It would be marvelous if only the callers
would LEAVE A MESSAGE so we could call them back.
Abby, it is S00000 frustrating to come home and get
the "message" that the phone rang at such and such a time,
but the party hung up as soon as the recordino went on.
a4k290Lge—te talig_antilther 20 seccesis and leave_
their names so we will know who called and we can call
GOING CRAZY
them back!
DEAR GOING: Okay. Here's the plea. And Iota* leek.
n DEAR ABBY: re your letter from "LIKES PETS" who
wanted to know if a dog would mistake a green carpet for
grass, and use it accordingly: Dogs go by "smell" and
"feel"—not by color. Next thing you know, someone will be
asking whether or not to buy tables with brown legs, since
"LIKES PETS, TOO, OUTSIDE"
they look like trees'
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yes get it eff
year chest. Write I. ABBY, Biz WIN, Las Angeles. Cal.
Me. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Fee Abby's new booklet, "What Tees-Agers Want to
Kasai..." send it to Abby. Box ern, Los Angeles, Cal. WM.

NEETSTSTAJ
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ITS SPRING PLANTING TIME I
We have five Green Houses overflowing with Top Quality Bedding Plants
of all kinds! Come by and look around!

Cabbage - Tomatoes - Peppers
Petunias (many varieties) - Marigold - Scarlet Sage - Coleus Lantanas Daisies - Cannas - Verbeneas - Vinea Vine and Others.
GLADIOLUS and DAHLIA BULBS
GERANIUMS
Extra nice in all sizes and colors!
HARDY CUSHION MUMS
All sizes and colors!
Foliage Plants - Blooming Plants - African Violets - Potted Rose Bushes California-Grown Azaleas, red, white, lavendar.

Nursery Stock
urf
4:
7f
,
(.

Boxwood - Hollies - Junipers - Flowering Crab - Flowering Almond - Dawn
Redwod - Red Barberry - Arborvitae - Pink Dogwood - Enonymous Alatus
(the red bush everyone wanted last Fall) and Others.

THE FRAGRANCE TRAVELER
I tick Estee Leuder's pretty new patent kit-in your suitcase and
take your fragrance v.lierever you go. It holds:
SATINin, a rich after-bath lotion that
YOVIii-DEW
keeps you -mcePth all over.
youni-oLw EAU DE PARFUM, Estee Lauder's personal fragrance Masterpiece in easy-to-carry spray form.
YOUTH-DEW DUSTING POWDER,the cloud-soft, fragranced,
after-bath smoother.
gift with any
THE FRAGRANCE TRAVELER is your special
Estee Lauder purchase ot 5 00 or more made
•

Garden Supplies
Of All Kinds
Garden Tools - Bird Baths - Urns - Outdoor Planters - Trellises - Hose - Garden Fence - Sprayers - Lawn Food - Grass Seed - Nutro Fertilizer of all kinds
- Potting Soil - Mulches (several kinds) - Peat Moss - Sheep Manure - Cattle
Manure - All Kinds of Insecticides (0rtho).

Monday, April 6th. thru Friday, April 10th,

/1111111116:
I

You can do all your spring shopping a t one place. Largest selection! We will
help you with all your gardening problems. Our stock is all Top Quality.

0
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ho)))1c
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SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES
500 N. 4th Street
c0 0003Pita

Murray, Kentucky

LASSI
810 Syc

POI
CARPET colors
Bring 'em back
Use Blue Lustre!
shampooer $1. Big
40 HEAD Holstein
face Wier calves.
Ted Broach 247 '05
Tennessee.
HAY, 400 bale. Pho
Kirksey, Kentucky.
SADDLE, bridle,
Hay and s wort
and electric range.
2987.
1969 HONDA 350
miles. Like new.
6459 between 9:00
2:00 p. m.
Si
195745, 514 rams.
disc. Phone 489489
p. ca.

TV ANTENNA and
dresser, short way
small refrigerator,
ble and four chairs.
4884.
BEIGE Hydraulic
White long formal,
Yellow satin crepe I
size 10, $20.00. ?lion
TWO POLAND C
six months old.
each. Phone 7
3:00 p.
USED TRAILERS.
trailer park on East
set up, ready to rent
vestment or occupy
ter June 8. Must
fore new lease sig
753-6202 after 6:00
TEN USED window f
and three speed
$6.00 to $10.00. P I I .
45 ACRE FARM. '54
tor, breaking plow,
disc, two-row plan
mowing machine. P
3354.
PIANOS and Organs,
Rent or buy. Used.
Across from Post 0
do Piano Co., Paris,
DARK BROWN 100
hair stretch wig. N
worn. Reason for se
color. Oall 753-6902.
BROWNING light
math shot gun, 12 g
new, $130.00. Phone
9k4 HP JOHNSON
tor, 1965 model, exc
dition. Phone 75
30-06 RIFLE and new
falo Bill double
loader. Also want to
size stove, ref rigera
table and chairs. P
4487.
.MULTI-FAMILY Gar
305 South 15th Street,
and Sunday from 900
600p. m. Two antiq
machines, room divi
mg, records, four ma
tables, African viol
many other items.
what you want. chap
USED 6000 BIT win
conditioner, 17 inch 7
table black and white t
and Boston rocker P
=39.
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suffices

UAL ESTATE POI SALE

fig

MOW 174
NOTICE

Perfect size
family wagon

REAL eSTATI

post SALR

AUTOS POR SALE

NEWLY DECORATED - This
three-bedroom brick has just
been redecorated inn& and is
in top notch shame. It has dining room, den, living room with
fireplace, entrance hall, utility
and large kitchen with lots of
cabinets. It also has a nice shady
lot and is really priced to sell
at only $17,500.

1969 BRONCO, 4-wheel drive.
Blue and white, 8,000 =IleaLike new, $2295.00. Parker Ford
Inc., corner of 7th sod Main.
Phone 753-5273.
A-3-C

FARM: 92 acres.
stock barn with eleetrkity,
one old tobacco barn, tea =MI
Ude land, 45 ems clewed.
farm is priced to salt LeHWY 94, turn right Net
east of La Grove Baptist Chue
h on old Newburg Road, 1M
miles on the right- Contact
AUCTION SALO
Feel S Holland Real MAIO,
AUCTION SALE,
1120 Main Street, Benton, Ky.
Saturday
,
April 4, 1:00 p. m. at Ira C.
43025, phone 527463L
Las
alter home Hazel,
Ky.. on State
Apti14-C
Line Road. Household
furniture

OFFERED

CAIIPIIINTER WORK of all
WAIL Beikling houses, additieelit- Nodsling.paneling.
Get yeer wort done before the
spring nub- Ctil Mack, 71043311.
Free estimates.
April-17-C
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Termites-eat your home. Roaches
-carry gerins. Spiders-are
poison. For free impaction call
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3014,
24 hours a day.
TTC

NEW DOG TRAINING classes
a
to
iwihigh
maebid
andess.
are beginning in Paris on April
tiques will beAso
-3-P
ld:77
1969 FAIRLANE 300 V4 engine
birilliseelED
ivitgR7
smily roe., fell 7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For
rctin
automatic transmission, new
AUCTION: Saturday. April 4, basement, double garage, recrea- Information call Noreen Sim- MURDER IS CHARGED -- Mrs.
tires, one owner, 11,000 miles, 1
P. m-, at the Clydie Collie tion room in basement, $30.- onsen, 642-5073.
A-7-C Joan Tunney Wilkinson
new car trade in. Red with matFans,
000.00. Phone 7534073,
ching interior. $2295.00. Parker Will 3 miles north of Penny.
MONOGRAMMING Phone Jan. (above), daughter of former
sell: 1950 Ford tracts,
EXTRA ORDINARY - Is the Ford,
A4C Stokes
Inc., corner of 7th and plow,
at 7334357, 1612 Keene- world heavyweight boxing
dim and cultivator; tracbeet way to describe ibis pro- Main. Phone
753-5273.
A-2-C
A-11.0 champion Gene Tunney, has
OMB YEAR-OLD spacious 3-bed land Drive.
tor mower; wagon; harrow;
perty. It is within sight of the
been charged in the murder
lots room brick ranch on
large wood- EXPERIENCED landscap
of horse drawn tools; 1964
se' Automatic Transmission
City limits and there is over
er. Will of her husband, found dead
Olds. ed lot in Sherwoo
1967
MUSTAN
hardtop,
G
6
-01d
Forest
Sub
three acres of fenced in Lind,
re" Luggage Rack
mobile car; 2 nice Jersey heifmow and clean lawns, also trim- of head injuries in their cendivision. Kitchen contains many
horse barn, three-bedroom brick bider engine, automatic
so' AM-FM Stereo Radio
ming and planting. Phone 753- tury-old red brick cottage in
ers; 1 spotted mare to have colt
mission,
red
with
red
built-in
interior.
appliance
s.
Family 6051.
house, with large family room
In spring; 1 pony mare;
ser Console
A3
-C an Amersham. England sub1 colt. room with fireplace, living
and fireplace, living roan, two Real nice low mileage car, Lots of other
roo Plus Many More Extras!
items to numer- room, dining rem, 2 bates and FOR ANY TYPE home
$1395.00
Parker
.
Ford
Inc.,
cornrepair. urb. The 30 - year - old Mrs.
baths,
huge
utility
room,
cents-al
4,000 Miles - Full Car Warranty
heat and air, carpeting, built-in er of 7th and Main. Phone 753- ens to mention. Terry Shoemak- Sear garage. carpeting, gas painting, paneling or carpenter Wilkinson was recently reA3-C er. Auctioneer.
leased from a Marseilles,
kitchen appliances and double 5273.
A.4-C beat and central air condition- work. Free estimate'
s Phone France,
hospital where she
city water. Call
garage. See it now before it 1967 VOLKSWAGEN Square
AfeC
7534684.
for appointment
was treated for amnesia folBUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
H-A-3-NC EXPERI
gets away.
back, new tires, white with black
ENCED horse shoeing lowing a
six-week disappearFOUR BEDROOMS is a feature interior, one owner, with only
IS YOUR BUSINESS For Sale? A CORNER LOT, 13th and Steve 'Gilley, phone 753-6269.
ance
at this nice brick house. It also 37,000 miles. This week for on- If
last summer.
so, please advise for confi- Olive, zoned for four apartA-7-P
his ii_jNLedy, faintly room, kit- ly $120.00. Pwker Ford Inc., dential
service, call or write ments
'$875040
'Phone 75M° WANTED: Lawns
ed* built-in range, two corner of 7th and Main. Phone Byefuide
r System, Sikesten, Mis- after 6:00 p. m.
baths, utility room, carpet, air 753-5273.
Phone 7534032.
A-7-F Goes TO
A-3-C souri.
H-A-3-C
A-4-C
EXPO 70
conditicners, drapes, entry
WANTED: yards to mow. Call
hall, patio and extra good dog 1965 BLTICK Special convertible,
WASHIN
GTON (UPI).- Conoco,
753-3695 or 7534580.
A4-C
pen. This house 01113 be bought air conditioned, V-8 engine, authe grand champion of the 1969
tomatic transmission, good
for less than $25,000.
Complet
e
Small
!noble Repair Chicago International Livestock
THREE BEDROOM brick, has tires. Looks like new. Blue with
GARDEN TILLERS, lawn mow Exposition, is going to
Expo 70
810 Sycamore
two baths, built-in range, out- black top. Local oar. $1195.00.
Murray, Ky.
753-7114
en, chain saws. Authorized in Japan.
side storage, carport, living Parker Ford Inc., corner of 7th
Briggs
and
Stratton
We
are
Dealers
Licensed
and
-OPEN EVENINGS and
Conoco,
Bonded in Hy. and Tenn. and are
Main. Phone 753-3273.
an Angus-Charlolais
room and plenty of closets. UN
Authorized Lawson Power Pro- cross
to BOOK YOUR AUCTION. If you are th'itiOng
raised by Brad Linctskog,
than $19,000. "
A4C Tea.#
*KU.
Dealer.
Murray
AllauL.E
Supply
arm-Sale
s, land-884w DI/Iversen, -Antique,- Live- 11, of Propnetstown, I/1,, will
.t7SS then elEggirTEMOiL
Co., 208 East Main, phone 753stack, Equipment Bales, or what-have-you. Call us collect
begin his new career at a
,room frame house in walking 1964 AUSTIN HEALEY $800
336L
-we'll track! Our years of experienze have proven that we
H-ITC ceremony in the
distance of schools, churches, Mark Ill snorts convertible. inAgriculture
can get more for ycur merchandise. We guarantee FAST,
FOR SALE
Department April 7. After
'and groceries. Nice shady lot cellent condition. Phone 489POR SALE
EFFICIENT, TOP-DOLLAR In all our sales.
flying to Expo 70 April 9 for
and the house is in excellent 3801.
CARD OF THANKS
A-SC
CARPET colors looking dim? PANTS AND SHIRTS
for ail
We the family of Edith Orr, display of one month, he may
Bring 'en back-give 'em vine year old boy. All in excellen state of repair.
1983
IMPALA
four
door
sedan,
t THREE-BEDROOM with den,
wish to express our thanks to wind tp on Japanese dinner
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric condition. Also 20 inch
boys kitchen and dining area, utility automatic, factory air conditionHulie V. Hastings, Broker-Auctioneer
the Ronald Churchill Funeral tables.
shampooer $1. Big K
ed,
power
4
bicycle,
$8.00.
steering,
Phone 753-3903. room, storage room, living
A C
power
Paris. Tenn,
Home, to Bro. Culpepper, Bro.
Phone 642 4543
room
ITC and one acre of land. On black- brakes. White oar. Real nice car,
40 HEAD Holstein end white
Smotherland, the singers, the
$975.00.
Dwain Taylor Chevrotop road, only five minutes
face steer calves. See or mil SAVE Rig! Clean rugs
piano player and to all our
About $6.7 worth of narcotand upAUTOS FOR SALE
11111LP WANTED
from town. This one has good let Inc., South 12th Street,
Ted Broach 247-3036, Puryear, holstery with Blue Lustre.
friends and neighbors for the ics were seized by Hong Kong
Rent
Phone
753-2617
.
A-34
dog
pen and house. Priced to,
Tennessee.
A-2-C electric shampooer $1. Western
ANTED: man to help train , sympathy and food given to us police in 1969.
1933 CHEVROLET, good en* * *
dogs and run dogs in field during our recent loas.
HAY, 40e bale. Phone 480-3801, Auto, Home of "The Wishing UNIQUE is the way
to describe gine, perfect fishing car, $60.00
Rudy Orr and Family
Well".
A-4-C this
Phone 436-3406, Chrysler
Kirkeey, Kentucky.
sy:_sh Larbedracm house. Call 753-7650 after
A-2-C
The first nuclear chain reacBob and Ellen Orr
5:30 p. m.
WE
Kennels.
HAVE
Bird
Dog
A
REAL
TEC
NICE
SADDLE, bridle, and blanket. GIRLS DRESSES and costs up It has a private outside living
ITP tion took place Dec. 2, 1942, at TFNC
SELECTION OF "DATSUN WANTED: dependable lady to
the University of Chicago.
Hay and a work mule. Gas range to size 2. Boys clothing and area, central beat and air, fire1961 CHEVROLET Impala with
stay with 6 and 7 year old girls,
and electric range. Phone 753- coats up to size 8. Also one dog place in den, built in kitchen
power
TRADE-I
house.
NS"
steering.
applianc
intereste
Good
es,
d
double garage, lie
phone 753condition.
from 10 p. m. to 7 a. m. while
2987.
A4C 7573.
qiother works. Phone 7511-0660
A4C Jag room, drapes and many Low mileage. Price $400.00.
Phone
more
753-8243 or 753-8066.
desirable features. Must
after 3 p. m.
A44
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, 400 YEAR OLD Bassett bound.
1967
VW,
real
nice,
be seen to appreciate.
$1105.00
A-4-P
miles. Like new. Phone 733- Three miniature fed Dachshu
WANTED: male help. Stalls
nd INCOME PROPERTY -This du.
6450 between 9:00 a. m. sac puppies, four months old.
1966 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite Feed Mill, 753-1255.
AU plea is within 'walking distance
A4C
2:00 p. m.
convertible. Specie
A-6-C ARC registered. Phone 7534303. of M.
S. U. and has a potential
WANTED: Experienced auto$695.00.
A-4-C income of nearly $200 per moo1957.. ALLIS-CHALADDIS Wn•
NOTICE
mobile mechanic or man with
w yarimux sime
Ape=op!,asospizriel
45, Stle plow, 1 ton ft. wg
101 THUNDERAlta,' ,444 Mechanical knowledg
cAuDeDAR Desk
e, capable
disc. Phone 480-2892 after 4:30 and two pairs while elbow lengarid the
concRtioner, k1 power. of learning Datsun automobi
les.
in good repairs. It's a bargain and refills are now available at
Special $545.00.
A-2-F th gloves. Phone 753-8966.
P. nt.
Good salary and other fringe
ogbe Ledger & Times Office Sup
OfllJ glum
benefits. Apply at Lassiter Is
A4C
TV ANTENNA and rotor, oak
ITNC 1964 CHEVY Impala, 2-cl
Call ROBERTS REALTY for all ply stirs.
hardtop. Nice, 8795.00. McKinney Datsun, 810 Sycadresser, short wave receiver,
your rest estate needs. We need
more SL
small refrigerator, half-bed, tasome good listings for the
969 VW automatic, am roof,
WANTED TO OUT
ble and four chairs. Phone 753,WANTED, a woman to care for
spring and summer market so PRIVATE employment frannew, SAVE!
chise or partnership offices,
4684.
15 month old child daily, MonA4-C WANTED TO Buy used boat it you
are interested in selling completely furnished opening 1969
DATSUN pick-up "The day through Friday in my home.
trainer for 16 foot boat. Phone call ROBERTS
BEIGE Hydraulic chair, $50.00.
REA
Or ei'Dp soon in your city. Small investg„,g,c by our office at LTY
Little Hustler", clean, Would prefer that own trans- !
753-3127.
505 Main. ment; as little
White long tonne, size 5, $5.00.
as $1,000.00,
portend) is available. If inter17,000 mild. SAV
Phone
753-1651
.
A4
-C
Yellow satin crepe long formal.
earnings $15,000430,000 the first
ested pleame.call 753-8173 after
$500.00.
sue 10, $20.00. Phone 753-2531.
year. No age limit. Staff ConNOTICI
5:00 p. m.
NOTICE
A-4-C
sultants, Inc., 16% S. E. Second 1968 CUTLASS 442 convert
A-3-C
'Street, Evansville, Indiana 47708,
ible, 3-speed, real nice, MANAGER TRAINEE, 21-30
TWO POLAND CHINA bout,
Phone 425-3185 or 425-3186, Don
preferred, married, good start$1995.00.
six months old. Price, $60.00
"Don't Let The Summer Heat Catch You Unprepared"
D. Varner, Executive Vice Presing salary, insurance benefits.
1962
each. Phone 753-8066 before
FORD 3/4-ton stak
ident.
Your air conditioner will perform better and
Contact Mr. Lonnie Vaughter
A-2-C
3:00 p. m.
A4C
Special $745.00.
at Burger Chef, 2:00 to 6:00
p. m. Apply in person only.
1964 FORD pick-up ov
USED TRAILERS. Located in
FOR
FIBERGLASS insulation drive. See this truck,
trailer park on East Highway,
NICE!
POSITIO
N OPEN - Manager
wort call 436-5402, Bill Mohun.
set up, ready to rent for an inCountry Club, supervision emdro, tree.4 estimates.
A-5-P
vestment or occupy yourself aflast longer!
ployees golf course, swimming
ter June 8. Must sell now beCall or Go In at
pool, pro shop, and club house.
fore new lease signed. Phone
Experience preferred but not
ELECTROLUX SALES dr Ser753-6202 after 6:00 p. m.
"Open Evenings"
necessary, couple will be convice, Box 213, Murray, Ky, C
H-A-3-C
sidered. Trailer space available,
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932
810 Sycamore
salary based cn gu3'9caticrn.
Lynnville, Kentucky.
Northside Shopping Center
Phone 753-2571
TEN USED window fans, single
Send resume to Paris Country
April-27-N(
and three speed reversible:
Club, Boa 156, Paris, Tenn.
$6.00 to $10.00. Phone 436-6414
"•
A-4C
A-7-C
1011t RINI? "
FOR RENT
4
45 ACRE FARM. '54 Ford tree TWO FURNIS
HED apartments, TWO-BEDROOM brick duplex,
tor, breaking plow, cultivator,
near college Phone 753-6564. newly decorated, unfurnished,
disc, two-row planter, wagon
IF THIS RAFt'LL STAY AFLOAT
A44 electric beat, air conditioning,
mowing machine. Phone 753LONG ENOUGH , IT SHOULD GET
carport.
Married
couples
preME 70 WHERE I CAN ASK
3354.
A-3-P TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
FOLKS IF THEY KNOW
carpeted, refrigerator and stove, ferred, $80.00. Phone 753-2335.
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin air conditioned. Couples
A-3-C
WHO I Am
and
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos. teachers only. Ceti
753-2898.
Across from Post Office, LOON"WANTED TO RINT
do Piano Co, Paris, Tenn.
5.
TRAILER LOTS. All WANT TO RENT two-bedroom
II-A-3-C
con
of the city with furnished apartment. Phone 753DARK BROWN 100% human rural
2% miles east of 5945.
A-2-C
hair stretch wig. Never been Murray, Lakeway Mobile
Home
worn. Reason for selling-wrong Park. Call /53-8216 titer
5 p. m. DESIRE TO RENT
small home
color. Call 753-6902.
A-3-P
A.6-C in country. Must have
water in
BROWNING light weight autohouse, or will purchase used
matic shot gun, 12 gauge. Like FOUR BEDROOM house with Mobile home, 12' wide, two-bednew, $130.00. Phone 436-4900 full basement. Phone 753-7114 room. Call 492-6794.
A-3-P
A-3-C
A-3-C
9% HP JOHNSON outboard moJiP
HILF WANTOD
141ILP WANTED
tor, 1965 model, excellent condition. Phone 753-6843.
A4C

1970 Datum 4-Door Station Wagon
EXECUTIVE CAR

tat on

Sticker Price __ '2917.05
Sale Price ____ '2517.05

Save

users

u-atpw

$ 400.00

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN

"AUCTIONS" ••..

Hastings Realty and Auction

UV'11
11/iJI

Have Your Air Conditioner Cleaned
and Greased

lierfifonimpl

Laasiter-McKinne

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Abbie 'N Slats

30-06 RIFLE and new 30-30 Buffalo Bill double barrel muzzle
loader. Also want to buy, dill&
size stove, refrigerator, sink,
table and chairs. Phone 753.
4487.
A4C
.MULTI-FAMILY Garage Sale,
305 South 15th Street, Saturday
and Sunday from 9:00 a. or. till
6:00 p. or. Two antique sewing
machines, room divider, clothing, records, four maple chairs,
violets, and
tables, African
many other items. We've got
what you,want, cheip. A4-C
USED 6000 BTU window air.
conditioner. 17 inch Zenith portable black and white television.
and Boston rocker. Phone 753=9.
A4-C

by R. Van Buren

Lil' Abner

HELP WANTED

by Al Capp
URNS OUT

Working Foreman

Salary Open

Dock Builders

$2.19 per hr.

Laborers

$1.75 per hr.

0- DOGPATCH
HAIP4'T AMERICA
HO MORE?

IT KIEVAN'

/C)' BELONG ED TO SOME
1144)U14, ALL ALONGAN'HE.

SOLD WYCHEAP!!T.
MATCHILRLY!!

'-io'tsWow LOVAL SUSJECKS o')

\rfUl.NSW

"

c
THROW HER OUT!!
5HE'S IN TH'U.S.A
WIFoar A
.t.
PASSPORT

APPLY IN PERSON

TWIN LAKES MOORING CO., INC.
HI way III I, Jonathan Creek
Kentucky Lake
a4p

e
egf:4°
VP.

'411*

'NI
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_MURRAY, KENTUCKY

left, had
DREAM TAKES SHAPE - - State Finance Commissioner, Albert Christen,
library,
state
the
house
been thinking of a State Center for Archives and Libraries to
24,of
Runck,
the library for the blind and the archives and records center. Reno
and
plans
with
Cincinnati, heard of Christen's idea and, as a-thesis project, came up
(Dick Upchurch Photo)
,
•
a model of the dream buildin.

Specialist
Ohio Youth Draws Plans For'UK
Abroad
Study
Will Ag
State Library Archives Bidg.

Today's
Stock Market

INCREDIBI

the full cost of relocating utility
lines along interstate highways
at an estimated cost of $100 million.
KB 315 — Exempted public
utilities from the sales and use
tax at an estimated loss in re
venue of $2 million per year.
KB 390 — Required the state
to produce reflecterized license
plates at an unbudgeted cost of
$250,000 per year.
vetoed were HB 8C,
which rolled-back the age requirement for children entering
the first grade, and the accompanying HB 356. It appropriated
$4.5 minion of the estimated
$ail million in savings from Hit
68 for additional special educeclassroom units.

ON HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS

Also

Sea:.Charles B. Upton's juror's pay bill boosting juror pay
Irons $5 to $1290 per day was
vetoed because an amendment
providing funds for it "cuts a
legal doubt upon the source of
revenue from which fees would
be paid," Nunn said. The legislature bad appropriated antitrust settlements to meet the expected additional $1 million per
year price tag on the bill.
Nunn vetoed Rep. Mae Street
Kidd's HG 78, which created a
Kentucky housing corporation
and allowed it to issue up ta
$200 million in revenue bonds
to finance low income housing.
He said this field is adequately
being handled by the federal
government.
Among the bills he allowed to
become law without his signature was HB 34, which removes
the conflict-of-interest prohibition for teachers serving in the
legislature.

NEW
UNSCENTED

Women To
Swell Work
Force In 70s

0

•

N
ADOR
HAIR

Self-Styling
Adorn
Hair Spray
with
Touch Top.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Edward
C. Troutman, Dairy Specialist
at the University of Kentucky
will
of a center College of Agriculture,
construction
sible
By Thornton Connell
spend four months in Europe
locatone
in
house
would
industry.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A young that
agencies of state gov- studying the dairy
Ohioan, with roots in Kentucky, ion three
Troutman will begin his sibApril 26, trahas come up with a project that ernment.
the State Library at helical leave on
Denmark,
not only met thesis require- One is
Hillerod,
to
velling
Libanother is the
ments at the University of Cin- Berry Hill,
the where he will observe the opernear
Blind
the
for
rary
cinnati but also gained the adtesting equipment at
Office Building and the ation of
o. relation of Kentucky Finance State
Re- the Foss Electric Company. The
and
Archives
the
is
third
Commissioner •Albert Christen
expert plans to study the
cords Management Center now UK
and his top aides.
used by the Danish
methods
Frankfort
East
The student, who just recent- located in the
before traveling
Industry
Dairy
ly became an affiliate of the Shopping Center.
propos- to Germany, the Netherlands.
the
shows
model
The
Sullivan,
architectural firm of
midst of some England, Scotland, Sweden, NorIsaacs and Sullivan, Cincinnati ed center in the
lots. It was way, France, Belgium, Switzerparking
ted
tree-dot
and Frankfort, is ityearsild
consists of land, and Ireland.
It
that
so
designed
Reno Runck, whose parents live
Troutman said that melt Euof
maximum
a
with
modules
on a farm in Nicholas County,
ropean countries have • high
per
90
about
—
space
useable
Ky.
percentage of their dairymen
The work which impressed cent, compared to less than 50 enrolled in a production testbuildstate
Christen and his aides is a per cent in some
ing pragram for their herds.
mass model of a proposed State ings.
The United States has only a
Center for Archives and LibraJack Blanton, an aide to few states where a- similar testarms.
Christen, said other madules or ing plan is now in operation.
The idea for the cerar, as segments could be added to the
Troutman plans to review the
conceived by Christen, wotUd original without detraction, dairy practices used by many
not be fulfilled until sometime whenlsuch additions are need- European sountries, and suggest
in the future, but it is some- ed.
useful improvements that might
thing, moved forward by the
The model represents Chris- srove helpful to the Kentucky
Plans of fledgling architect ten's concept of a single build- dairy industry.
Runck, and could be ready for ing to house the three agencies,
the next session of the General and he pointed out, "young
Assembly.
Runck's mass model is someIt all started when Christen thing the state can use to build To Sell Diamonds
consulted informally with a on in pursuit of the idea," he
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
member of the Sullivan, Isaacs
By Jim Warren
federal government is going to
and Sullivan firm about the posThe plans were drawn and sell 1.5 million carats of
the model built at no cost to diamonds.
FRANKFORT, Ky. —Business
the state.
The General Services Admi- and management are on the lookPurchase Area
nistration announced the sale of out for a big increase of women
Hog Market
the industrial diamond stones in in labor force in the 70s accord.
White House Dinner
excess of national and supple- ing to Business Magazine.
Women today make up nearly
mental stockpiles. AU the
(UPI)
Be—
WASHINGTON
Federal State Market News
per cent of the 80.4 million
exclusiveoffered
be
will
38
stones
of Julie Nixon EisenhowService, 4-3-70 Kentucky Pur- cause
in the civilian work forbe
Bids
must
export.
persons
for
ly
the Duke
chase Area Hog Market Report er's long interest in
ce. By the mid 1970s, that numreceived by May 8,
Windsor,
of
and
Duchess
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
ber will climb to 91.4 ,million
Receipts 70Q Head, Barrows Presided and Mrs. .Nigon are
when some seven million more
couple
royal
the
going
to
have
Wins By A Nose
and Gilts Fully 50t Higher;
women join the work force.
to dinner Saturday night.
Sows, Steady.
According to "Nation's BusUS 1-3 200-230 lbs $24.50-25.00. Mrs. Connie Stuart, staff
(UPI)— iness," 47 per cent of employItaly
FIDENZA,
US 24 190-240 lbs 124.00-24.50: director to the First Lady, said Alfredo Giovanardi, 69, won the ment - age women will be workUS 2-4 240-260 lbs 123.50-24.00; Julie became interested in the title of "King of the Noses" ing by the mid 70s, compared
US 34 260-280 lbs 123.00-23.50; former Prince of Wales when Monday in a contest to 'pick the with 37 percent now. Why this
she was in high school and ongest nose in Italy. GiovanarSOWS:
Increasing influence of women
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21 50-22.25: prevailed upon her parents to 's 2.5-inch nose beat his
in the expanding labor market?
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20 50 21 50. get in touch with the Windsors ear est contestant by one
Women keep wanting more and
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19 75-20.50. when they came to New York. millimeter
more things for themselves and
their families, says Mrs. Marie
Humphries, chairman of Kentucky's Commission on Women,
Automation, removes the need
for physical strength in most
jobs, sie says, and gives women
the chEnce to work in Jobs once
strictly the baliwick of men,
Improvements and innovations
in appliances are freeing the ho..
usewife from most of her ham
chores to serve business. More
men are not only willing, but se.
:Must for their wives to work
and today's better educatee women look be challenges.
Though they play an Increasing role in business, the Whig
complain they are kept odt ofr
policy making positions.
Businessmen countet that women are too emotional for maks
log decisions — that they may ritdi
at any time to marry or have children, arid that most women don't
really need the )oh.
Peggy Ware
hanman of
Home Keonomi.,:ts ui liusueess,
argues that women are better
than men at handling people problems — they have morepatierice
-yr
than men she says. Firms will be
nel`ing mob of r:fthob• a III
,
I
IN
NORTHERN
IRELAND
ACTION
REAR GUARD
forced to seek women for top
\‘,1,111g it lab
I
N"p th..111 114 !
management spots in the 70s, she
.,n,t I I
says.
bit

The

NY Postmen . . .

4 on MOO shares.
1
amount to 38/
4 on
1
Mobil gave Ma Vi to 43/
Phillips
with
oils,
the
in
2,200
(Continued Prong Pees 11
(Continued From Palo 1)
down lie to 23% On 1,300 shares,
A later block of 75,000 was would replace the post office
statement in the news media
traded at 23%. Occidental with a public corporation.
that he would veto bills by sponAdded urgency WAS injected
Petroleum moved up 1,4 to 231,4
sor rather than by content."
on 3,800 shares. Gulf 011 added into the negotiations WednesNunn's statement to that efday when letter carriers in New
YORK (UPI).— Stock 1,1a to 27112 on 4,900.
fect, though, was made face- NEW
tiously to legislative leaders rices Opened narrowly higher In the motors, Ford gained is York, where the natior.'s first
postal strike began March 18,
last month
In moderate trading today on to 46% on 1,000 shares while
Nunn vetoed two credit card e New York Stock Exchange, General Motors gave up the soted a new strike authoriza4 on 3,500. tion. Union President Gustav
1
bills, the first relating to an- Shortly after the opening the same amount to 73/
solicited ones and defining the UPI stock market indicator Chrysler was unchanged at 28 Johnson said another strike is
possible and added "I don't
liability for both unsolicited reflected a gain of 0,18 per cent on a 1,000-share block.
and solicited ones of consumers with 472 issues on the tape.
Teledyne notched a 1,4 -point know how much longer postal
The other measure would have These included 200 advances pickup to 2510 on 1,600 shares. employes will wait."
However, a spokesman f o r
allowed banks to charge lie pe and 143 declines. The Dow General Electric moved in the
cent monthly interest in credit Jones industrial average was other direction, losing 5/8 to 737,s the seven postal unions in the TAX TROUBLE? — The White
issued a ctatemest
cards they issue.
a 7,200 shares. American negotiations
urge legal action
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Turkey Bills
U.S. Steel added the same unchanged at 34 on 10,000 45, unchanged, on 16,100 shares,
Republican.
The governor also killed a
few "turkey bills," as they are
called around the legislature.
Among them were:
BB 16 — Required the Departments of Highways to bear
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